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It’s a tragic reality that discrimination still exists in 
our society. I don’t think I really 
need evidence that people are 
treated differently—looking 
around at the world would 
indicate that—but let’s make a 
short list anyways. 
Things like discrimination 
against First Nations people, 
where the RCMP’s 2014 
report, Missing and Murdered 
Aboriginal Women, stated 
that “[the 225 unsolved cases 
of missing or murdered 
Aboriginal females] indicates 
that Aboriginal women are over-
represented among Canada’s 
murdered and missing women.” 
Or how, as Laverne Cox said 
in an interview with Katie 
Couric, “The homicide rate in 
the LGBT community is highest 
amongst trans women.” Or how 
in a 2013 study, 56 per cent of 
respondents preferred to “lose 
$1,000 than gain 20 pounds.”
Discrimination, inequality, 
and outright hate are huge 
problems. There’s also another 
problem that emerges, when 
marginalized people empower 
themselves with movements 
like #BlackLivesMatter, or 
the big-body-loving song “All 
About that Bass” from Meghan 
Trainor: the issue is many 
respond with #AllLivesMatter, 
or accuse Trainor of skinny-
shaming; some even suggest 
these are examples of reverse 
discrimination.
I’m not saying these 
movements are without 
their problems: for instance, 
#BlackLivesMatter has been 
criticized for not fully including 
trans women of colour, and 
Trainor has been critiqued as 
anti-feminist. But while it’s true 
that all bodies are beautiful 
and all lives matter, saying so 
in this instance glosses over 
the empowerment of long-
marginalized groups.
For example, an excellent 
article on Everyday Feminism 
by Melissa A. Fabello broke 
down why skinny-shaming isn’t 
reverse discrimination. Now, 
I’m not saying that skinny-
shaming is at all acceptable. 
It’s downright mean, but it isn’t 
the same as fat-shaming. This 
is partly because fat-shaming 
emerges from fat-phobia.
On the meaning of fat-
phobia, Fabello gave an example 
of two friends, one skinny 
and one fat, chowing on some 
ice cream: she describes how, 
while the skinny friend might 
count calories, she wouldn’t 
be judged by others. “My fat 
friend, though? People might be 
passing her, looking disgusted. 
They might be giving her 
unsolicited diet advice. They 
might even openly comment 
on what she’s eating. The sexist 
standards plaguing my mind are 
awful—but the rest of the world 
isn’t shunning me because of my 
body.”
There’s also the issue of 
institutional fat-phobia, which 
Fabello points out is part of 
the power behind fat-shaming: 
fat-shaming is reinforced by 
how our society encourages 
us to be slender. That isn’t just 
in the ever-present images of 
slender bodies as examples of 
conventional beauty; that’s 
reinforced in never being 
“asked to pay more for a seat 
on an airplane—because the 
seats were designed with my 
body type in mind. I’ve never 
experienced a doctor dismissing 
my health concerns by telling 
me that if I just ‘lose weight,’ all 
of my problems will be solved 
… I can walk into a clothing 
store and (most likely) find 
items in my size—because I’m 
considered ‘standard.’”
Of course, anyone could 
struggle to fit into clothing; I’m 
short and I have to get my jeans 
hemmed, but that doesn’t mean 
clothing stores discriminate 
against my body. Long pants 
perpetually dragging on the 
floor is not the same as being 
actively discouraged from 
shopping at certain stores—
as Abercrombie & Fitch was 
criticized for doing in 2013, with 
women’s clothing only going 
up to a size large. Robin Lewis, 
of The New Rules of Retail, is 
quoted saying about A&F’s CEO 
Mike Jeffries that “He doesn’t 
want larger people shopping 
in his store, he wants thin and 
beautiful people.”
As I said before, of course 
all bodies are beautiful and all 
lives matter—nobody’s saying 
otherwise. But as Fabello 
explains, “only some lives—and 
only some bodies—are given 
that privilege as a birthright. … 
Something can be body-positive 
and at the same time, leave thin 
bodies out of the conversation. 
[E]radicating oppression 
sometimes means decentering 
the conversation from around 
the oppressor.”
It’s inaccurate to equate 
skinny-shaming and fat-
shaming, because they aren’t the 
same; it’s short-sighted to say 
all lives matter, because there’s 
a larger picture. The intentions 
are good, but in an attempt 
at equality, saying all bodies 
are beautiful re-centres the 
conversation back to its original, 
unequal position. In trying to 
position yourself as an ally to all, 
you ignore the marginalization 
of many. 
Privilege and prejudice
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On March 28, shoppers across Canada learned 
Future Shop had closed 66 
locations, with another 65 to be 
rebranded as Best Buys.
No prior public 
announcements had been 
given about the brand’s 
closure, with “This store is 
permanently closed” signs on 
Future Shop doors serving as 
notice. Reportedly roughly 500 
full-time and 1,000 part-time 
jobs were lost as a result of the 
closures.
CBC reported numerous 
staff did not know about the 
plans until the morning of 
the closures, with some staff 
being offered other options 
with Future Shop’s parent 
company, Best Buy. Other staff 
were reportedly told they’d 
have to “reapply” to Best Buy to 
continue working.
In an open letter from Best 
Buy Canada, Best Buy president 
and CEO Ron Wilson made 
comments about the closure. 
“Any decisions that impact 
our people are never taken 
lightly; our first priority is to 
support them through this 
change. I want to express my 
appreciation to the employees 
who are leaving, for their 
contributions to Best Buy 
Canada.”
The reason provided in the 
open letter for the closures was 
that in an already competitive 
market for sales of electronic 
items, Best Buy found their 
financial situation would 
benefit by removing the Future 
Shop brand and focussing 
solely on promoting Best Buy 
locations. However, in the 
meantime, there would be an 
increase in costs as numerous 
former-Future Shop stores are 
restructured and staff numbers 
are sorted out.
“As a result of today’s 
announcements, Best Buy 
Co., Inc. expects to increase 
its capital spending by up to 
$200-million over the next 12 to 
24 months.”
“Due to the transitional 
nature of the majority of these 
costs, the company does not 
expect this negative EPS impact 
to continue into future years.”
Earlier this year, Target 
closed all of its Canada-based 
locations after sales numbers 
were not being met, amongst 
other reasons. Sony stores 
across the country announced 
their closure soon after. 
Clothing store brand Jacob is 
also in the process of closing its 
92 store locations in Canada, 
while Reitmans announced 
closures of numerous Smart Set 
locations in November 2014.
Meanwhile, Ontario’s 
Comark Inc. is in the process 
of closing Ricki’s, Bootlegger, 
and Cleo locations while the 
parent company is working 
on a restructuring plan for it 
businesses.
Those with Future Shop 
gift cards can still redeem 
them at Best Buys, as well as 
those wishing to exchange or 
return previous Future Shop 
purchases.
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On March 23, a week after completing her 
dissertation at the University of 
Victoria (UVic), Tara Clarke left 
for southwestern Madagascar 
to work in the Lemur Rescue 
Centre. 
Clarke will spend two 
months in the region, working 
with UVic alumni and Lemur 
Love founder and director Dr. 
Marni LaFleur.
“People here think that 
[lemurs] are not endangered 
because they see them in zoos 
and in media and [they] think 
that there must be a lot of ring-
tailed lemurs,” said Lisa Gould, 
Clarke’s former PhD advisor. 
“Actually, ring-tailed lemurs are 
in trouble. All the lemurs are in 
trouble and some of them are 
really critically endangered.”
Looking at three specific 
populations of ring-tailed 
lemurs, Clarke studied the 
effects of habitat fragmentation 
and isolation on the genetics of 
their populations.
“Surprisingly what I found 
was that, as of right now, 
these populations maintain 
a moderate level of genetic 
diversity,” said Clarke. “That’s 
encouraging and hopeful, 
because right now things aren’t 
as bad as I expected, or where I 
predicted it would be.”
Clarke explained that due 
to human involvement, there 
are multiple stresses on the 
populations of these lemurs 
beyond deforestation. Other 
factors such as the illegal pet 
trade and the Madagascar 
bushmeat hunting market are 
also threats to the populations. 
Since 2010, 28,000 lemurs 
have been affected by the 
illegal pet trade industry in 
Madagascar alone as lemurs 
are often sold for five dollars, 
according to Clarke. “It’s [a way 
bigger problem] than anybody 
thought,” she said.
Lemur Love, for which 
Clarke and Gould sit on the 
board of directors, started the 
first and only Lemur Rescue 
Centre in order to retrieve and 
rehabilitate ring-tailed lemurs 
captured for illegal pet trade. 
Lemurs can be symbolically 
adopted for a $50 donation on 
the Lemur Love website.
While conservation and 
awareness efforts are being 
made by Clarke and Gould, 
the fight is still far from over. 
“Absolutely, there is a potential 
of extinction for ring-tailed 
lemurs,” said Gould. “I’ve been 
doing research in Madagascar 
since the mid ‘80s, so I’ve seen a 
lot and I am not that optimistic. 
There are a lot of problems and 
they seem to be getting worse.”
While Clarke agrees that 
the possibility of extinction is 
a very real one ,  she remains 
hopeful that the lemurs will 
defy the odds. “The research 
that I did provided me with 
even more hope because these 
animals are resilient. I feel very 
hopeful for these populations.”
To find more information, 
to donate, or to adopt a lemur, 
visit lemurlove.org
Showing the ‘Lemur Love’
Future Shop closes doors across Canada
 Some locations to convert into Best Buys over coming weeks
 UVic alumni to aide endangered lemurs in Madagascar
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Beginning April 1, the BC Government will continue 
its initiative program for 
drivers buying electric and 
hybrid vehicles, and will be 
offering up to $6,000 to those 
who buy or lease clean energy 
vehicles.
As an encouragement for 
buying clean energy vehicles, 
which are often more expensive 
than fuel-burning vehicles, 
the government is reducing 
the price. After filling out an 
application for the program, 
buyers can expect to see 
rebates ranging from $2,500, 
for electric vehicles with a 
smaller battery capacity, 
$5,000 for vehicles with a larger 
battery capacity, and $6,000 
for vehicles that are run by a 
hydrogen fuel cell. 
In addition to the rebates, 
drivers who trade in a vehicle 
from the year 2000 or older 
may receive additional 
discounts on an electric 
vehicle, saving up to $8,250.
The rebate is the result of 
a renewal of the Clean Energy 
Vehicle (CEV) Program, which 
was introduced in late 2011. The 
CEV program was an effort to 
encourage drivers to buy clean 
energy vehicles, and was put 
into effect by the government 
to help meet a goal of reducing 
greenhouse gasses by 33 per 
cent in 2020, and by 80 per 
cent in 2050. The previous 
program also offered incentives 
for purchasing electric vehicle 
charging stations.
The original CEV program 
expired in 2014, after the 
program had reached budget 
limits.
This revival of the CEV 
program has been extended 
to March 31, 2018, or until 
the program’s budget of 
$10.6-million runs out.
The Minister of Energy 
and Mines, Bill Bennett, 
explained the cost of the 
program’s budget to the 
Vancouver Sun. About 
$7.5-million will go towards 
giving rebates to those who 
purchase clean energy vehicles. 
In addition, $1.6-million will 
be going towards installing 
more car charging stations 
at gas stations throughout 
BC. The remainder of the 
program budget will be 
allocated to research, public 
communications, and 
commercial-fleet clean fuel 
purchases.
“British Columbians who 
purchase electric  vehicles 
typically save about 75 per cent 
on their fuel costs. That adds 
up to $1,600 per year,” Bennett 
said in an interview with CBC.
Meanwhile, BC 
Environment Minister 
Mary Polak stated in a press 
release, “With transportation 
representing 37 per cent of 
total provincial greenhouse 
gas emissions, clean energy 
vehicles are essential to 
reducing emissions and 
maintaining healthy air 
quality.”
Along with the CEV 
program, a non-profit society 
by the name of Scrap-It is 
offering rebates up to $3,250 
to drivers who are trading 
in vehicles made in 2000 or 
earlier.
 Drivers could save thousands on an electric car
Incentives for electric car owners power up
On March 13, the winners of 
the 2015/16 Douglas Students’ 
Union (DSU) representatives 
committee were announced. 
While some members are 
returning from the 2014/15 
committee, the Other Press 
will be highlighting some of the 
new representatives, as well as 
returning reps taking on new 
roles.
Karan Bains, TreasurerBains was previously 
on the DSU representative 
committee for 2014/15 as 
external relations coordinator 
(now helmed by Chris 
Budzynski). 
“To be honest, I didn’t 
really know what the DSU 
was when I got involved,” 
said Bains. A friend of Bains 
suggested the group to him 
as an opportunity to get more 
involved with student life at 
Douglas College, “Ever since 
then I’ve been involved with 
the students’ union.”
Bains has been a student 
at Douglas for four years, 
balancing BPEC program 
courses while playing on 
the Douglas Royals men’s 
basketball team. 
Bains explained “time 
management” was necessary 
for students who feel they may 
be taking on a lot at one time. 
“Students can fit everything 
into their schedule, but it’s 
tough,” said Bains. “You might 
have to give up sleep or you 
might have to give up time with 
your friends, but everything’s 
manageable as a college 
student. The biggest thing is 
just being able to prioritize 
what’s important for you.”
On the subject of his new 
position at the DSU, Bains 
explained some of the aspects 
of his role as treasurer. “We 
have a finance manager, so 
I’ll be working with her a lot, 
going over the budget for the 
following year. We’re lucky to 
have a high enrolment for our 
college, so that means we get 
a lot of money put towards 
our students’ union fees, so 
we have a lot to work with.” 
Bains added that funding 
towards events and campaigns 
would be determined through 
the budget, and that one of 
the current campaigns the 
DSU would be focussing on 
is the “Squash the Squeeze” 
movement, which seeks to 
freeze tuition fees across 
Canada. 
Bains stressed that 
building more of a community 
at Douglas was also a priority 
for him while working with 
the DSU. “I want to get more 
involvement going on at David 
Lam,” said Bains. “I feel like 
that campus gets neglected a 
little bit because a lot of the 
reps that run for a position on 
the students’ union are out of 
New West, so this year it was 
really important for us to have 
a good mix of students [from 
both campuses].”
Pardeep Jaswal, Member-at-
Large
Jaswal was recently elected 
into one of the representative 
committee’s three member-
at-large positions, along with 
Greg Teuling and Makailey 
Preston.
Jaswal is a first-year 
student at Douglas College, 
having moved from Prince 
George, and is currently 
enrolled in one of the science 
programs. Initially a member 
of the Douglas Student 
Ambassadors, Jaswal was 
encouraged to join the DSU 
by Karan Bains. “[Bains] 
particularly liked how I 
associated at the events with 
people at Douglas,” said Jaswal.
“I help the execs with 
anything they need,” said 
Jaswal. “If the execs are feeling 
overwhelmed, I can attend the 
meetings they can’t attend.
“It means more interaction 
with students as well, as a 
member. You can find me a 
majority of the time tabling out 
in the [New West] concourse 
talking to students.”
Jaswal also noted that 
over the 2014 holiday season, 
“I organized a [charity] drive 
for the homeless where I 
encouraged students from 
Douglas to pitch in money 
so I could buy gifts such as 
shampoos, soap, socks, toques, 
any basic necessities, wrapped 
them with the help of Tracy Ho 
of the DSU, and handed them 
out in downtown Vancouver.”
Like Bains, part of Jaswal’s 
involvement with the DSU 
will include aiding with 
campaigns, another one of 
which Jaswal states is their 
transit referendum campaign. 
Jaswal also hopes to see more 
involvement on the students’ 
part with college life.
“I hope to make college a 
better place, more than just 
work,” said Jaswal. “Something 
I personally want to do is 
work with one of the schools, 
maybe Byrne Creek or New 
West Secondary, where we have 
kids from their high school 
coming into Douglas College.” 
Jaswal added he hopes to see 
a bursary created for new 
students based on their work 
ethic as well as positivity.
Meet your new DSU representatives
 Karan Bains is taking on treasurer, while Pardeep Jaswal is a member-at-large
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Those who default on their student loans could lose 
their driver’s licence if new 
legislation proposed by British 
Columbia’s Finance Ministry 
passes. 
Under the proposed law, 
Insurance Claims British 
Columbia  (ICBC) would receive 
a “Refuse-to-Issue” notification 
on the accounts of people who 
had been out of good standing 
for over one year on their 
government student loans. 
According to Finance 
Minister Mike de Jong, who 
announced the proposal 
on February 26, the move 
is intended to put a dent in 
the $185-million in overdue 
student loans owed to the 
BC government, and aims to 
recoup an additional $3-million 
per year. Last year, the crown 
brought in a total of $17-million 
from defaulted loans.
ICBC currently denies new 
licences or licence renewals 
based on a number of debt 
evasions, including those for 
motor-related infractions and 
crimes, transit fare-evasion 
fines, bridge tolls, and “family 
maintenance” (child support, 
alimony) payments. De Jong 
cited ICBC’s regular and 
province-wide contact with 
citizens as the reason the 
corporation makes an effective 
and efficient debt collector.
The proposal has drawn 
criticism, particularly from 
the Canadian Federation of 
Students BC. According to 
CFS-BC, Chairperson Zachary 
Crispin, withholding licences 
due to student debt is, “just poor 
public policy.”
“If you take away someone’s 
driver’s licence and they lose 
their job,” Crispin said, “they’re 
just going to default further.”
But the Ministry of Finance 
disagrees, saying the penalty 
would only affect licence 
renewals once every  five years 
and would allow recipients to 
get the notice withdrawn by 
proving financial hardship.
“It is not in the interests 
of government to put a debtor 
into a position where they have 
less ability to pay,” said the 
ministry’s senior public affairs 
officer Brennan Clarke. “The 
Refuse-to-Issue hold will only 
be applied or maintained where 
it improves the likelihood of 
repayment.”
BC is tied for the highest 
rate of interest on student loans 
in the country (prime plus 
2.5 per cent), and is second-
highest when it comes to 
average government student 
loan debt, measured three 
years after graduation. The 
province provides several 
means for student debt 
alleviation, primarily through 
its Repayment Assistance Plan. 
Under that plan, borrowers 
can qualify for a reduction 
or removal of their monthly 
payments based on their income 
and family size. A single person 
qualifies to make no payment if 
their gross monthly income is 
under $1,684.
According to the Ministry 
of Finance, of the 113,000 
borrowers currently in 
repayment, there are 26,000 
people in default, and at any 
given time 1,500 of those 
defaulters have resumed 
repayment or would qualify 
for a financial exemption. To 
meet the goal of $3-million, the 
Refuse-to-Issue plan would have 
to get 2,250 of the remaining 
defaulters to complete their 
yearly payments.
The ministry wasn’t able to 
provide a dollar figure on how 
much is currently brought in by 
the existing types of Refuse-to-
Issue notices, and ICBC did not 
have any information on how 
many drivers repay and get their 
notices lifted, or how quickly 
they repay.
“We don’t have a business 
need for that [information],” 
ICBC senior communication 
specialist Leslie Dickson said, 
explaining that notices from 
the government just appear on 
drivers’ ICBC files when there 
is an outstanding debt and 
disappear when the government 
receives payment and withdraws 
the notice.
ICBC does however record 
how many notices there are 
and what each is for. As of 
February 26, there were 55,000 
active notices: 42,000 for bridge 
toll debt, 9,300 for family 
maintenance, and 4,200 for 
public transit fines.
The proposed law is before 
the House and is expected to 
undergo a final vote by  May 
28. If passed, the law would 
take effect in late 2015 or early 
2016. Under the law, the Refuse-
to-Issue policy would also be 
applied to unpaid court-ordered 
fines such as hunting violations, 
but would not affect the issuing 
of non-driving forms of ID.
Student loan debt could affect your driving
Cameron Welch
Canadian University Press
The European chafer beetle has reportedly been infesting 
BC lawns since 2001, but 2015 
has seen a mass increase in the 
insects and resulting damage.
The region-wide infestation 
has been most predominant 
in the tri-cities areas of New 
Westminster, Coquitlam, 
and Port Coquitlam, as well 
as Burnaby. The insects 
have caused major damage 
to Coquitlam in particular, 
according to a city staff report, 
which states that eight per cent 
of city-owned turf—55,000 
square metres—has been heavily 
compromised by the beetles 
and, more notably, by the 
animals who hunt them, such 
as crows. Animals searching 
for the bugs do so by picking at 
and tearing up grass, which has 
resulted in torn up lawns.
“Based on this assessment, 
a turf remediation program 
has been developed and will 
commence shortly,” according 
to the statement. “It is expected 
that this insect will continue 
to be an ongoing challenge 
in Coquitlam, requiring a 
higher level of proactive turf-
care practices that will help 
ensure against repeated turf 
destruction.”
The report goes on to point 
out that residential lawns that 
are properly taken care of will 
generally be better off than 
those that are not regularly 
maintained.
The same staff report, 
according to the Tri-City 
News, puts the taxpayers’ bill 
at $250,000. $30,000 of the 
total will be put towards fixing 
Robinson Memorial, a central 
Coquitlam located cemetery 
which has suffered substantial 
damage. A budget highlights 
booklet released this year by 
the City of Port Coquitlam, 
where the affected land area 
is lower than its namesake 
neighbour, states that $104,000 
of the city’s budget will go 
towards eradicating the pests; 
the Port Coquitlam Cemetery, 
where famous Canadian Terry 
Fox rests, has also had its grass 
tarnished.
Port Moody also joined the 
fight against the chafer beetles 
as of this year; however, due to 
city bans, chemical agents like 
pesticides aren’t an option for 
the city. The idea of exploring 
pesticides as a possible solution 
was voted against by city 
council.
A brochure by the 
Canadian Nursery Landscape 
Association, in partnership 
with some of Metro Vancouver’s 
municipalities, has been 
released in response to the 
European chafer beetle 
epidemic, explaining the basic 
facts of the pests as well as 
giving advice on prevention, 
monitoring, and biological or 
chemical control.
Tri-cities to wage expensive 
battle against chafer beetle
 Solutions to the long-time lawn infestations soon to be in progress
 BC may deny licences to those who default on student debt
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 Kristi Gordon read lines from one viewer’s letter about her pregnancy
 Ruta’s handling of audits resulted in review
On March 27, meteorologist for Global BC, Kristi 
Gordon, addressed an 
offensive letter one viewer had 
written about her body since 
announcing her pregnancy.
Gordon read some of the 
comments directed at her while 
on-air. “Nowhere on North 
America TV have we seen a 
weather reader so gross as you,” 
Gordon read.
“Buy some decent clothes 
and have more respect for you 
unborn child,” read another 
statement.
Gordon noted an interview 
with Vancity Buzz that 
she’d also received negative 
comments about her body 
during her first pregnancy, and 
that the comments only began 
after her pregnancy was more 
visibly noticeable.
“There’s something about 
showing the belly that is sort 
of kicking off some kind of 
response in people,” said 
Gordon.
Gordon added that while 
her and fellow staff found 
the letter partially amusing, 
that the comments about her 
appearance did eventually 
affect her over time. “It sinks 
in,” said Gordon, “and I think 
I’m a pretty strong person. So if 
it’s sinking in with me, imagine 
how some people feel. That 
kind of struck a chord with 
me.”
Regardless, Gordon has 
stated that she’ll be continuing 
her position as meteorologist.
BC’s auditor general Basia Ruta was fired from her 
position on March 23 following 
a review of her performance 
that she had concerns about.
Amongst other public 
complaints made about her 
work, Ruta’s “slow pace,” 
lack of “leadership,” and an 
accusation of “obstruction” 
were listed in a CBC report 
about the dismissal.
In a statement about Ruta’s 
dismissal, Coralee Oakes, 
Minister of Community, Sport, 
and Cultural Development, 
wrote that Ruta’s “obstruction 
of an intended review of 
her office [had] created an 
intolerable situation.”
The obstruction in 
question referred to a March 19 
statement made by Ruta that 
the impending review was not 
within legal boundaries. “The 
audit council doesn’t have the 
power to appoint someone 
to do a review,” Ruta told the 
Canadian Press.
The review was partially 
based on Ruta’s previous 
supposedly mishandling of 
audits from her office.
CBC reported that in her 
time as auditor general, Ruta 
was only able to complete two 
local government audits in her 
three-year tenure.
The Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) plans to 
take the federal government to 
court before the next federal 
election.
CFS, along with the 
Council of Canadians and three 
independent citizens, recently 
filed a constitutional challenge 
against the Fair Elections Act, 
claiming new identification 
requirements violate the right 
to vote.
As of June 2014, voters are 
no longer able to prove their 
residence by having another 
registered voter vouch for 
them at the polls or using 
their voter identification 
cards. Instead, voters must 
provide government-issued 
identification with a local 
address.
According to CFS 
national chairperson Jessica 
McCormick, the new measures 
make voting seem unattractive 
to students attending school 
away from their home riding 
since they often lack local 
identification. She said the 
new laws would only lower 
an already low youth-voter 
turnout.
“If youth vote in more 
significant numbers, we can 
have a significant impact on the 
outcome of an election for any 
of the parties, and that’s why 
it’s so important that we [make 
it] easier for people to vote, not 
more difficult,” McCormick 
said.
According to Elections 
Canada, less than 39 per cent 
of Canadians aged 18-24 voted 
in 2011, 22 per cent lower than 
total voter turn out.
McCormick said she herself 
is one of the over 120,000 
Canadians to use vouching in 
the last federal election.
Over 2,000 pages of 
evidence are now before 
the Ontario Superior Court, 
including testimonies from 
voters who say they were 
turned away from polls in the 
last federal election, evidence 
from CFS on low youth voter 
turnout as well as evidence 
from the civic engagement 
group Apathy is Boring and 
former B.C. Chief Electoral 
Officer Harry Neufeld.
Kamloops MP defends Act
Kamloops Conservative MP 
Cathy McLeod said she cannot 
comment on CFS’ challenge 
since it is before the courts, but 
said she fully supports the Fair 
Elections Act.
“The Fair Elections Act 
will make our election laws 
tougher, clearer, and easier to 
follow. It will also ensure that 
election lawbreakers face the 
consequences for their actions,” 
she said in an email to the 
Omega.
McLeod maintains that 
eliminating vouching and voter 
ID cards decreases voter fraud. 
And while these two options 
are off the table, McLeod 
pointed out that there are 39 
other options for government 
identification, including library 
cards, Indian status cards, and 
utility bills.
In place of vouching, 
voters can now sign an oath of 
residence at the polls, provided 
that another registered voter 
living in the same polling area 
signs a similar oath to back up 
the claim of residence.
Anyone voting outside his 
or her riding (such as out-of-
town university students) can 
also apply for a special ballot 
through Elections Canada. The 
ballot will be mailed to the 
applicant and must be mailed 
back by Election Day.
CFS says Elections Canada 
muzzled
According to CFS, new limits 
on Elections Canada may 
further dissuade voters.
Under new legislation, 
Elections Canada can no longer 
encourage people to vote, 
although later amendments 
allow it to run educational 
programs for high school 
students.
“If Elections Canada is just 
limited to telling people when 
and where and how they can 
vote, that doesn’t really provide 
the extra motivation that’s 
required to get first-time voters 
out to the polls,” McCormick 
said.
“I think if we want to 
encourage participation in our 
democratic structures here in 
Canada, that work needs to 
come from Elections Canada 
as well as other civil society 
organizations and political 
parties.”
According to McCormick, 
Elections Canada has been 
working with CFS to develop 
educational programs as well as 
research possible locations for 
campus polling stations. Under 
new legislation, these programs 
will not be able to run.
McLeod did not address 
the limits placed on Elections 
Canada in her email.
Running out of time
With the possibility of an 
election being called any time 
from now to October, time is 
running out for CFS to get their 
day in court.
McCormick has said that 
if the election is called before 
their case is decided, CFS 
will be ready to apply for an 
injunction, which would “hit 
pause” on disputed measures of 
the Fair Elections Act until the 
court case could be heard.
Before getting the green 
light, the injunction would 
first have to convince a judge 
that it represents a serious 
issue to society and irreparable 
harm might occur without the 
injunction. The judge must also 
weigh any inconvenience the 
injunction would put on the 
parties involved.
Student federation hopes to halt Fair Elections Act
 The Canadian Federation of Students says new laws will dissuade youth voting
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In the dark days of the 1980s when animation was 
considered mere childish 
entertainment, Japanese anime 
appeared and proved that 
animation could be a form of art. 
This was accomplished with a 
specific formula that’s apparent 
in a lot of the “golden age” stuff 
to date: cyberpunk setting, 
detailed animation, gratuitous 
violence, and meditations on 
consciousness or technology, 
with bonus points for blunt 
metaphors regarding nuclear 
devastation.
Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
are, understandably, major 
turning points in Japan’s history: 
once-proud conquerors laid 
low by ill-used power and all 
that. As such, there is a lot of 
Japanese fiction that deals with 
the concept of the selfish pursuit 
of power that cannot ultimately 
be controlled. It’s where the 
concept for Godzilla came from.
In Akira’s post-post-
apocalyptic future of 2019, after 
destruction by a mysterious 
explosion and subsequent Third 
World War, Tokyo has been 
rebuilt into a towering neon 
obelisk. Protest groups and 
creepy cults clash with a corrupt 
military government. Wayward 
youth take to the streets to 
wage high-speed gang wars on 
souped-up motorcycles.
Amidst the chaos are the 
Capsules, a gang made up of 
teenage reform school students 
with serious anger issues. 
They’re led by Kaneda, who acts 
like a hot-blooded, Japanese 
James Dean—Rebel Without a 
Cause jacket and all. Wannabe 
biker Tetsuo looks up to Kaneda 
as an idol, but despises always 
playing second fiddle to him.
During a fight with rival 
gangsters, Tetsuo comes into 
contact with a shrivelled, 
childlike being that possesses 
inexplicable psychic powers. 
Having escaped from the local 
military-industrial science 
institution, the creature is 
scooped up by the army along 
with Tetsuo, who begins to 
develop powers of his own. 
Kaneda throws in with the rebel 
protesters in a bid to rescue his 
friend, and maybe get a date 
with Kei, one of their higher-
ups.
As Tetsuo becomes 
intoxicated with his psychic 
power, his inferiority complex 
explodes, and so does most of 
Tokyo. Japan just can’t catch a 
break, it seems. Now idolized 
by a group of nutcase cultists, 
he no longer has to grudgingly 
rely on Kaneda’s protection. The 
military tries to stop Tetsuo, but 
like in the Godzilla movies, you 
know how that goes.
Akira’s greatest strengths 
lie in its visual storytelling and 
the quality of its animation. 
Every scene is absolutely packed 
with detail that provides a wider 
context for the world of Neo-
Tokyo. The twisted childhood 
imagery of the fever-dream 
sequences Tetsuo undergoes as 
his powers begin to manifest is 
Slenderman levels of disturbing. 
The soundtrack is a little 
maudlin, but creates a grandiose 
atmosphere otherwise marred 
only by a subpar dub.
Although the Kaneda/
Tetsuo conflict is compelling, the 
second half does feel swamped 
in destruction. Plot points like 
the history of the AKIRA project 
and the ironic end of the corrupt 
government officials get lost in 
all the commotion, which makes 
it difficult to suss out the anti-
war message. 
The show manages to end 
on a hopeful note. Even after all 
of the devastation, the wayward 
youth may have a future. Akira 
may not be a great film, but it 
is worth watching for anyone 
who wants to retrace the steps of 
animation’s journey towards the 
status of art.
For those keeping up with trends in science fiction, 
Wool by Hugh Howey probably 
sounds familiar. The lengthy 
novel was an instant smash 
hit among readers. The book’s 
success prompted Jet City 
Comics to endorse a graphic 
novel adaptation. Though 
good, the graphic novel does 
not completely live up to the 
standard set by the book.
Adapted by writers Jimmy 
Palmiotti and Justin Gray, Wool 
takes place in a dystopian future 
where mankind is struggling to 
survive after the apocalypse. The 
world outside the human colony 
is terrifying and dangerous, so 
much so that even the thought 
of venturing out is punishable 
by exile.
The narrative of the graphic 
novel follows the book pretty 
closely, and as a fan of the book 
I definitely appreciate that. 
Discussion of the plot is a little 
difficult, however, because part 
of the charm of Howey’s writing 
is the constant plot twists. You 
never know what to expect, 
which makes both the book and 
the graphic novel adaptation a 
page-turner.
The art by Jimmy Broxton 
reminds me a lot of Lazarus, 
in that it was good but nothing 
really stood out as amazing—
just really consistent. This isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing, as it 
makes the overall aesthetic of 
the graphic novel really pleasing.
However, there were a 
couple of things that were lost 
in translation. Since the original 
novel is so long, the adaptation 
felt a little rushed in comparison. 
I was also a little disappointed 
that the characters all looked a 
little white-washed and didn’t 
reflect the full racial diversity I 
had imaged when reading the 
book. 
I would definitely 
recommend this adaptation if 
you’re a fan of the book. If you 
haven’t read the book, then 
I’d recommend checking that 
out instead of picking up the 
graphic novel.
Comic Corner: Not quite novel
Animesque: The nuclear mind
 ‘Wool: The Graphic Novel Omnibus’ review
 ‘Akira’ explores urban decay and the nuke
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Costumes are more than just Halloween attire for Greater 
Vancouver’s cosplay community, 
whose members spend days, 
if not months, creating 
elaborate, detailed costumes 
and portraying fan-favourite 
characters at conventions, 
cosplay events, and private 
parties.
“I do it to see the looks 
on people’s faces,” cosplayer 
Lachlan Belmont wrote to 
the Other Press. “I love seeing 
people enjoy themselves.”
The often elaborate 
costumes that cosplayers wear 
can be bought, handmade, or 
commissioned from others 
in the cosplay community. 
Cosplayers often put in lots of 
time working on their costumes 
and props in order to yield a 
satisfying result. Many skills 
are involved when making a 
great costume, such as sewing, 
makeup, wig styling, painting, 
sculpting, and embroidery. The 
costumes depict characters from 
every platform of pop culture 
imaginable, with some obvious 
favourites being from comic 
books, TV shows, anime, video 
games, and movies.
Cosplayers show off their 
creations at a variety of pop 
culture conventions, including 
Greater Vancouver’s 12 different 
conventions throughout the 
year, with big events like Fan 
Expo and Anime Revolution 
drawing crowds of up to 
25,000 fans. Greater Vancouver 
cosplayers also travel to other 
conventions outside of their 
region, such as Tsukino-Con 
in Victoria and PAX Prime in 
Seattle.
“Cosplay means I have to get 
up three hours before I normally 
would to put on makeup, a 
wig, and find my costume, to 
walk around a convention hall 
for upwards of eight hours on 
not very much food,” cosplayer 
Nicole Matthews wrote. “But it’s 
all worth it for just one little girl 
believing I’m really a princess.”
In Greater Vancouver, 
there are estimated to be 
thousands of cosplayers, and 
this costumed community 
keeps growing. While it is easy 
to spot this group of costume-
clad, pop-culture fans at any 
convention, they are also 
noticeable in the community, 
spending quality friendship 
time together, costumes and 
all. Through cosplay, these 
people can make all kinds of 
meaningful relationships, such 
as professional partners, friends, 
and romantic companions.
“Every close friend I’ve ever 
had has been made through 
cosplay,” Belmont wrote. “I met 
my best friend at a convention. 
We talked about movies, we 
called each other back after, 
and we’ve been best friends ever 
since.”
While there can be 
a competitive nature to 
cosplaying, most cosplayers 
participate just for the 
enjoyment. Cosplayer Jesse 
Knight has portrayed countless 
characters over many years, to 
the point that her cosplaying 
has become more than just a 
hobby.
“It’s like an escape out of 
reality. A chance to get out and 
become someone who’s adored. 
Getting photos, making friends,” 
she wrote. “It’s something that I 
completely treasure.”
Outside of competitions 
and conventions, some of 
these cosplayers use their 
passion to earn some extra 
money. Some cosplayers 
impersonate characters at 
parties; for example, cosplayers 
who portray Frozen’s Elsa and 
Anna can make a business for 
themselves by doing “princess 
parties.”
Others participate in 
the community by taking on 
projects for other cosplayers. 
Cosplay Exchange Vancouver 
and Lower Mainland Cosplay 
Exchange are two online 
forums where local cosplayers 
and artists can commission 
requests. These forums are like 
a cosplay-specific Craigslist, 
which can be a cost-effective 
and green way of recycling 
and reusing costumes. These 
forums are run by people who 
are deeply involved in the 
cosplay community, making 
them much more personal than 
online costume stores.
Cosplay in the community
 The art of costume play in Greater Vancouver
Every year, talented creative writing students take to the 
podium in the Studio Theatre 
at Douglas College to read their 
works from the latest Pearls 
anthology. On March 27, the 
Douglas College community 
was treated to an evening of 
emotional non-fiction, hilarious 
scripts, and even a sweet 
children’s story.
Personal narrative stories 
were a popular choice at the 
Pearls 34 event, with three of 
the eight readings recounting 
unforgettable experiences 
from the writers’ pasts. Tracey 
Carruthers read “Chapters 
Metrotown,” a story about 
the unpleasant aspects of 
a salesperson’s job at the 
bookstore. Nina Falcos read 
“Symphonic Repose,” an 
emotional story of having to 
choose the final music for her 
ailing grandmother to listen 
to. Larissa Huang, who has 
four poems in Pearls 34, read a 
memoir at the event, “Magnolia 
X Alba,” about spending time 
with her grandfather.
Two of the readings were 
scripts written for the stage, 
featuring character dialogue 
as well as stage directions and 
settings. To present the scripts, 
Blake Rayment and Chris 
Francisque had their friends join 
them for the readings to assist 
with the additional characters’ 
lines.
Rayment presented an 
excerpt from his comedy 
script, “Barry’s Retreat,” about 
a confused young man (read 
by Rayment) and his friend 
Stanford (read by Francisque) 
trying to buy soap at the 
supermarket. The reading 
ended with Barry believing 
he is undergoing a werewolf 
transformation at the checkout 
counter, though Rayment 
assured the crowd before the 
reading that Barry is not actually 
a werewolf and it’s not a scary 
story.
Francisque’s script excerpt, 
“The Department of Second 
Chances,” featured a strict black 
woman, a compassionate old 
lady, and a rude young woman 
in an unconventional, humorous 
setting where the dead wait to 
receive their second chance at 
life. Francisque did an amazing 
job portraying the sassy Nene 
while his friends gave wonderful 
performances as the elderly 
Ethel and the aggressive Tiffany.
In contrast to the evening’s 
dramatic readings, Rachel 
Cobbett read “Jim the Ruthless,” 
a lighthearted children’s story 
about the son of a pirate who is 
expected to be ruthless but is 
actually quite nice. The addition 
of this upbeat, simple story 
showcased how expressive 
student writing can be, even 
when it’s written with a younger 
audience in mind.
The event concluded 
with Calvin Wharton, the 
creative writing department 
chair, announcing the Maurice 
Hodgson Award winners. Laura 
Deheer, whose poem “Inside 
the Mind of Leanan Sidhe” is 
featured in Pearls 34, received 
the silver award. Jesse Pipe 
received the gold award.
Pearls 34 will soon be 
available for purchase at the 
Douglas College bookstore.
Laughter, language, and love at ‘Pearls 34’ book launch
 Students present works from latest creative writing anthology
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When Sharon Crandall started Two Monkeys 
Productions in January, she 
founded the company on the 
ideal that everyone involved 
in a Two Monkeys theatre 
production would have an 
opportunity to explore their 
talents and share their opinions.
“Everybody is allowed and 
encouraged to contribute their 
ideas as well as their thoughts 
on a lot of things,” Crandall 
said. “I want to make sure that 
everybody’s voices are heard. 
That’s what Two Monkeys is all 
about.”
For such a supportive group 
of people, it made sense to 
fundraise for their first show 
via Kickstarter where friends, 
family, and fans could contribute 
to the project.
“We had a lot of support 
from the community as well 
as people who are not in the 
city who are friends or family,” 
Crandall said. “This is Two 
Monkeys’ inaugural show, so we 
thought Kickstarter would be 
the perfect fit since this is going 
to be our kick-starter.”
Two Monkeys will be 
performing Edges by Benj 
Pasek and Justin Paul, a song 
cycle about four young people 
exploring coming-of-age 
questions, such as making 
friends online in the song “Be 
My Friend (The Facebook 
Song).” The musical stars 
Crandall, Devon Busswood 
(Theatre Under the Stars’ Legally 
Blonde), Adam Charles (Arts 
Club’s Hairspray), and Brandyn 
Eddy (Arts Club’s Altar Boyz).
“All of the songs in Edges 
are from the perspectives of 
different characters at different 
points in time at different 
ages telling stories that are 
very relatable, heart-warming, 
hilarious, touching—you’ll 
go from crying at one song to 
busting your gut laughing at the 
next,” said Matthew Fedorowicz, 
the show’s associate producer 
who managed the Kickstarter 
campaign.
The campaign had a funding 
goal of $1,000, which would help 
cover the various production 
costs, such as the set, props, 
theatre rental, insurance, and 
more. The campaign received 
$500 in the first 24 hours and 
reached the funding goal of 
$1,000 in five days. It then 
doubled that by receiving 
over $2,000 from more than 
30 backers by the end of the 
campaign.
“It was extremely successful. 
So much support,” Fedorowicz 
said. “We created a gusto for 
people in the community here 
in Vancouver. If you contributed 
$50 or more, you got free tickets 
to the show. So it is a reward for 
people who are here to help fund 
and support us in the beginning 
and then also come see the 
show because they are officially 
backing us in our production.”
Crandall and Fedorowicz 
have received a lot of positive 
feedback on selecting 
Edges as Two Monkeys’ first 
show, especially since local 
theatregoers’ have a current 
interest in Pasek and Paul’s 
works. Last December, Pasek 
and Paul performed a concert of 
their greatest hits at Waterfront 
Theatre while their James and 
the Giant Peach musical was 
performed at Carousel Theatre. 
Awkward Stage Productions will 
be performing the duo’s musical 
Dogfight at the end of April. In 
November, the Arts Club will be 
performing Pasek and Paul’s A 
Christmas Story: The Musical.
Edges will run from April 1 
to 11 at Studio 1398 on Granville 
Island. For more information or 
to purchase tickets, check out 
TwoMonkeysProductions.com
 New theatre company gains community support
Cheryl Minns
Arts Editor
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Kickstarter in the Community: 
We’re all in this together
Bruno Mars could be considered the next James 
Brown given the similar 
sound and interesting dance 
moves Mars showcases in the 
music video of his and Mark 
Ronson’s hit song “Uptown 
Funk” from Ronson’s recent 
album Uptown Special.
The music video begins 
with Ronson and Mars 
watching attractive women 
walk down the street, then 
dancing through the street 
in a very funky way with the 
band. They also get their shoes 
shined and their hair permed 
in the music video, concluding 
with all of them performing in 
a 1980s-styled nightclub.
In the song, you hear 
the signature sound of funk, 
which combines soul with jazz 
and R&B to create a smooth 
sound. It’s reminiscent of 
the work of funk legends, 
such as James Brown, Sly 
and the Family Stone, and 
Chaka Khan. There are also 
classic funk dance moves in 
the music video, including 
a walking shuffle and jazz 
hands. The camerawork in 
the music video is amazing 
as it cuts to various angles of 
Mars, Ronson, and the band 
dancing, as well as rotating 
around while the group 
dances.
When the music video for 
“Uptown Funk” was released 
in November, it went viral 
on the Internet and inspired 
a lot of people to imitate 
and parody the dances in it. 
It currently has more than 
400-million views on YouTube.
The music video is also 
part of the beginning of the 
return of funk music. Thanks 
to this song and music video, 
we could see more songs 
involving funk music being 
released in the next few 
months.
Who’s ready for funk?
 ‘Uptown Funk’ by Mark Ronson feat. 
Bruno Mars
From Greek poets singing the songs of Odysseus to 
the poorly written Twilight fan 
fiction of today, storytelling has 
always been an integral part of 
the human experience. Now it is 
your turn, gamers.
Once Upon a Time is a 
storytelling card game for two to 
six players designed by Richard 
Lambert, Andrew Rilstone, and 
James Wallis, and published 
by Atlas Games in 1993. In the 
game, you are dealt several 
story cards and one ending 
card. Players use the story cards 
to craft a tale until they are 
interrupted or cannot continue. 
The game is won once a player 
uses all of their story cards and 
ends the tale in a way that makes 
sense with their ending card.
The experience of Once 
Upon a Time really depends on 
the players. Rule-minded players 
and hardcore gamers will find 
the open style difficult, whereas 
creative types and children will 
love the simple rules and the 
creativity that flows from the 
game. Many websites openly 
encourage having copies in 
primary school classrooms to 
help foster creativity in young 
minds.
I was delighted to discover 
that Atlas has put out several 
expansions for Once Upon a 
Time. You can now get cards that 
expand the tales to include more 
knights, magic, and seafaring. 
There is also a supplemental 
Once Upon a Time Writer’s 
Handbook that guides you on 
how to use the game to help 
craft your own literary works. 
If you are looking for a game 
to play with artists or children, 
or envision yourself stepping 
into the shoes of the likes of 
George R. R. Martin or Sir Terry 
Pratchett, then I insist you 
add Once Upon a Time to your 
collection.
Chairman of the Board: Story time
 ‘Once Upon a Time’ game review
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Kendrick Lamar’s debut studio album good kid, 
m.A.A.d city was nothing short 
of the greatest rap album of the 
year, and perhaps the greatest 
deconstruction of gangster rap 
since the genre’s creation in the 
days of Dre and friends. Lamar 
crafted a concept album that 
explained, in the grittiest and 
most honest detail, what life 
was actually like growing up as 
an underprivileged, black male 
living in Compton. 
On his latest album, 
To Pimp a Butterfly, Lamar 
hopped out of his storytelling 
chair and decided to create an 
album that lacked a storyline 
yet contained a unifying theme 
among all of the tracks: racism 
and the black experience in 
America.
The tracks have many 
influences, from George-
Clinton-style funk (the man 
himself appears on the opening 
track), to spoken word poetry 
(arguably a precursor to hip 
hop), and even to avant-garde 
free jazz. Lamar brings back 
Dr. Dre and Top Dawg as 
executive producers, among 
the likes of newcomers 
Pharrell Williams and Flying 
Lotus, whose sound works 
so well with Lamar’s verses 
that you question why they 
weren’t on good kid, m.A.A.d 
city. Lamar goes absolutely 
borderline experimental with 
his production on To Pimp 
a Butterfly. It’s not quite as 
accessible as his previous 
record, but it rewards open ears 
with attention to production 
detail. 
“i,” the first single from the 
album, is an incredibly upbeat, 
borderline funk rock cut that’s 
a far cry from the rapper’s more 
serious work. That said, it is 
extremely catchy and certainly 
first single material, while 
its theme of being proud of 
yourself no matter what fits 
wonderfully into the overall 
theme of the record.
Single two, “The Blacker 
the Berry,” is an emotional 
tour de force for an artist who, 
as it is, throws everything he 
has into every song. He lashes 
out at the racial injustice 
in America with a fury 
unmatched by any of his past 
performances.
Lamar has followed up his 
major label debut with what 
could be considered the Great 
American Rap Album.
Killer cuts by the contemporary king of Compton
 Kendrick Lamar’s ‘To Pimp a Butterfly’ album review
Have you ever seen one of those tear-jerking 
SPCA commercials with the 
manipulative Sarah McLachlan 
song bellowing? If you find 
those brief ads insufferably 
painful, White God, a new 
Hungarian film, will be almost 
impossible to watch.
Dog lovers will be able to 
relate to the young girl Lili’s 
heart-wrenching dilemma: 
allow her father to put Hagen 
the dog down, or release Hagen 
on the street to fend for himself. 
Lili’s mother and stepfather are 
leaving the country to go to a 
conference, leaving the young 
girl to stay with her cruel father 
who lives in an apartment 
complex that charges an extra 
fee for having dogs stay in the 
home.
With the hope of eventually 
tracking Hagen down, Lili 
decides (under protest) to 
have the dog released out 
on the street, where animal 
conservation officers run wild 
to track down stray dogs and 
throw them into the prison-like 
pound. After being picked up by 
a member of a dogfighting ring, 
Hagen, along with the other 
low-life delinquents, stages a 
revolution to stand up against 
their human oppressors—like a 
Marxist revolution by dogs.
The title of Kornel 
Mundruczo’s new film that 
won the Un Certain Regard 
section at last year’s Cannes 
Film Festival, is an allusion to 
Samuel Fuller’s 1982 cult classic 
White Dog, the story of a black 
dog trainer who must retrain a 
white dog that viciously attacks 
any black person.
Fuller’s film dealt with 
race relations in America and 
questioned whether racism 
could be cured. Mundruczo 
has taken Fuller’s idea of 
using a dog as a metaphor for 
social issues, wrapping his 
themes within a framework of 
accessible genre elements.
White God is part sci-fi 
allegory and coming of age 
movie, but its power and 
inspiration comes not from the 
themes or human characters 
but from the cinematic 
characterization of the dog.
Hagen’s interactions with 
the other dogs are not done 
with voiced-over dialogue 
like in a Disney movie, but 
through the juxtaposition of 
the faces of the animals. It’s 
an amazing achievement that 
Mundruzo has stitched together 
a coherent narrative based on 
the interactions of animals that 
cannot speak.
Because of the way they 
are personified, we understand 
the animals’ motivations and 
thought processes. The main 
dog, Hagen, emerges as a 
more complex and profound 
character than any of the 
humans in the film.
White God crosscuts 
between Hagen’s struggles 
living on the streets and Lili’s 
inability to find her place 
within the new environment 
of her father’s apartment. Lili’s 
story relies on trite clichés 
and formula, while Hagen’s 
story immersed me in its 
originality and poignancy. The 
film feels uneven as it mixes 
tired genre conventions and 
simplistic allegory with inspired 
storytelling and some of the 
best animal performances ever 
filmed.
By the end, White 
God turns out to be a 
straightforward political 
allegory wherein the dogs 
represent oppressed racial or 
class groups. Lili’s family’s elitist 
sensibilities (Lili is enrolled in 
classical music class and both 
of her parents are well-off and 
educated) are contrasted with 
Hagen’s daily life on the street.
None of it is overly thought-
provoking, but the scenes 
that depict the abuse and 
interactions of Hagen are what 
give the film its power. I’m sure 
that if the SPCA used parts of 
this film their donation lines 
would be ringing around the 
clock—no Sarah McLachlan 
required.
White God is  playing at the 
Vancity Theatre in Vancouver 
until April 5.  
The dogs revolt in ‘White God’
 Hagen is left to fend for himself, learns how to fight back
If there’s one thing the Internet has irrevocably 
altered for the foreseeable 
future, it would be the way 
entertainment content is 
delivered. Whether you’re 
streaming shows on Netflix 
or viewing videos on 
YouTube, technology has 
changed the way we have our 
entertainment delivered to us.
Average Dicks is a web 
series that features a duo of 
stone-headed, suburban, 
white 20-somethings named 
Mike (played by series’ co-
creator Mike Doaga) and Joel 
(Bruce Novakowski). In the 
first episode of the series, 
they get the idea to enter the 
lucrative business of becoming 
YouTube rappers from the 
inappropriate Pastor Cody 
(played by series’ co-creator 
Joel Ashton McCarthy). The 
scene absolutely nails and 
establishes the tone, humour, 
and sensibility of the series as 
a whole. I’m looking forward 
to more creator cameo 
appearances from the frozen 
yogurt-loving pastor. Blue 
comedy isn’t for everyone, 
but, as a presence, McCarthy’s 
character is more than 
welcome in my eyes.
One thing that worked 
to the benefit of this very 
adult, buddy comedy is the 
deconstruction of stereotypes. 
By the end of episode two, 
there are two characters 
who are openly gay, one of 
whom is a roommate of the 
protagonists, and neither of 
them is token or even slightly 
stereotypical. They’re just 
funny characters, regardless 
of their orientation. It’s 
impressive enough to be worth 
mentioning.
I’m going to err heavily on 
the side of recommending this 
series.
Not your average comedy
 ‘Average Dicks’ web series review
Alex Stanton
Staff Writer
Josh Cabrita  
The Peak (NUW)
Alex Stanton
Staff Writer
Poster for ‘Average Dicks’
Cover of ‘To Pimp a Butterfly’
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Science is about questions and 
looking for their answers. If 
Newton hadn’t wondered and 
looked for why the apple fell to 
the Earth instead of going up, 
we might have never found out 
about gravity. So, like Newton, 
this section is a quest to find 
answers in the field of science, 
logic, and theories. If you 
have a question about science 
that you’d like answered, send 
it to Chitwan at features@
theotherpress.ca
What is mutation breeding in plants?
Mutation occurs when 
inheritable changes in 
organisms perpetuate and alter 
genetics. This gives way to new 
traits which are not found in 
the parent. Mutation breeding 
improves the quality of the crop 
by removing the defective traits 
in them. Mutation breeding is 
the most viable way to improve 
the quality of seedless plants, as 
reported on Academia.edu by 
Ranjith Pathirana. The agents 
used to induce the mutation 
are called mutagens. UV rays, 
gamma rays and X-rays are 
common physical mutagens 
while chemical mutagens like 
base analogues, alkylating 
agents, and acridine dyes are 
also popular. New varieties of 
crops like wheat-NP 836, Todd’s 
Mitcham peppermint (high oil 
content and disease resistant), 
Aruna castor, and Atomita-2 
rice are some which have newly 
developed with the help of 
mutation breeding.
What are petroleum plants?
Living in a world constantly 
being stripped of its resources, 
the human race needs to find 
alternatives. Nobel laureate 
Melvin Calvin suggested that 
the issue can be tackled by 
extracting petroleum from 
certain plants: petroleum 
plants. These hydrocarbon-
producing plants produce large 
amounts of latex. Latex is made 
up of long hydrocarbon chains 
which can be used directly or 
can be broken down, similar 
to those hydrocarbon chains 
present in petrol. Commercial 
use of these plants is not 
feasible at present because it 
is too expensive produce, but 
there is hope for the future.
What are some sexually 
transmitted diseases other 
than AIDS and syphilis? 
While AIDS and syphilis are 
terrifying sexual diseases, there 
are, unfortunately, a great deal 
more out there: genital herpes, 
genital warts, chancroid, 
gonorrhoea, chlamydia, and 
trichomoniasis, to name a few. 
None are anything one would 
like to be better acquainted 
with, but being aware of the 
dangers is a good first defence. 
Genital herpes is caused by 
the herpes simplex virus 
(HSV); it is treated by pain 
relievers, saline compresses, 
and other oral drugs. Genital 
warts are another sexual 
disease caused by a virus called 
the human papillomavirus 
(HPV). It increases the risk 
of vaginal, vulvar, penile, and 
cervical cancers. Chanroid 
is caused by Gram-negative 
streptobacillus Haemophilus 
ducreyi. Gonorrhoea is caused 
by the Neisseria gonorrhoeae 
bacterium. It is dangerous if not 
treated, causing infertility and 
arthritis. Chlamydia is caused 
by an unusual bacterium, 
Chlamydia trachomatis, that 
cannot reproduce outside 
the cells of the host. Painful 
discharge and urination in 
males and cervicitis in females 
are common results. If not 
treated properly, it can cause 
sterility in males. In females, 
it can cause infections in the 
urethra too. Uterine tubes can 
be infected as well, which may 
cause increased risks of ectopic 
pregnancy thereby, resulting 
in complications in conceiving. 
Trichomoniasis is caused by a 
protozoan called Trichomonas 
vaginalis which leads to 
inflammation of the mucous 
membrane of the vagina in 
females and the urethra in the 
males. Men can experience 
no symptoms yet transfer the 
disease to females during sexual 
intercourse. 
All of these have different 
oral and physical treatments 
and can be avoided by adopting 
some simple preventive 
measures. Using condoms 
prevents many bacteria 
from transmitting. Other 
contraceptives help in avoiding 
pregnancy but not always with 
these infectious sexual diseases. 
Once cured, individuals must 
use condoms (male and female) 
to avoid any re-occurrences. 
Symptoms must not be ignored 
and medical help should be 
sought immediately. Dental 
dams and condoms should be 
used during oral sex to reduce 
the risks. As many of these 
diseases do not have early 
symptoms, it is highly advisable 
to test regularly for them during 
the periods of high sexual 
activity, or when you get a new 
sexual partner. Proper sexual 
hygiene is also essential: avoid 
using any unnecessary chemical 
creams and gels on genitals as 
they may increase the risk of 
infection.
Let’s Talk Science: Mutation breeding, 
petroleum plants, and STDs
Chitwan Khosla
Features Editor
 features
@theotherpress.ca
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Con artists needed! 
Apply today!
One day, I asked my father about the first job he 
ever had. The answer I got 
was pretty shocking. For eight 
hours a day, he stood sweating 
in front of an open furnace, 
shoveling piles of wastepaper 
into the flames. He got two 
10-minute coffee breaks, and 
an unpaid half-hour lunch 
break per day. He lost so much 
weight doing this job that his 
boss gave him a bottle of salt 
pills to help him get through 
the day without passing out. It 
was, by all accounts, a wretched 
job that no one would want to 
do—but at the very least, his 
employer was honest about the 
conditions of the work.
We live in an instantaneous 
society where life moves 
at a breakneck pace. Being 
unemployed for even a short 
time is often untenable, 
especially in a city with 
Vancouver’s extravagant 
living expenses. People need 
work, but there are more 
people than there are jobs 
available. So what’s a financially 
stressed, unemployed, recent 
college graduate with limited 
qualifications to do? We look 
to the Internet, of course, 
where everything must be true 
like on Craigslist, Kijiji. Job 
offers abound, but how can we 
know if the job being offered is 
legitimate? 
Historically, many online 
job ads have targeted recent 
or aspiring immigrants, often 
in the form of poorly worded 
“hotel scams” offering work 
in international hotels while 
requesting advance payments 
from the applicants in order to 
pay for work visas. Today, the 
growing number of graduates 
in need of work has opened up 
a new target demographic to 
aspiring con artists the world 
over.
Consider the fact that 
on March 18, YVR.ca—
the official website of the 
Vancouver Airport—released 
a public warning regarding 
an employment scam: “The 
fraud scheme sends individuals 
letters in the mail informing 
them they are the successful 
candidate of a (fake) job 
posting at Vancouver Airport 
Authority. Individuals are then 
asked to send their personal 
documents,” said the Vancouver 
Airport Authorities on the 
webpage. These victims were 
contacted by their banks within 
days because their credit cards 
had been hijacked. 
There is a seemingly 
infinite number of false or 
misleading ads out there, 
and it’s not always easy to tell 
the real opportunities from 
the fakes until after you’ve 
been defrauded. Thieves 
can impersonate anyone with 
little fear of reprisal because 
they operate from foreign 
countries and can kill their fake 
webpages instantly if they think 
they’re being tracked. Getting 
INTERPOL involved is useless, 
because the scammer will 
be on to their tenth next con 
before authorities even have 
their first meeting about what 
to do. The victims are usually 
disadvantaged: sick, injured, on 
welfare, unemployed, students 
in debt, or residents of low 
socioeconomic areas. For them, 
desperation overrides common 
sense. This style of employment 
crime is relatively heinous—the 
financial equivalent of kicking 
someone while they’re down.
The signs are there if 
you know what to look for. A 
general rule of thumb to follow 
is the trite but true “if it seems 
too good to be true, it probably 
is.” When you find a job that 
offers an enticing amount of 
money for purely nominal 
work, be sure to use that 
wonderful computing machine 
of yours to find out if people 
are typically paid that much for 
stuffing envelopes. Speaking 
of which, jobs that require you 
to buy your own materials are 
probably best avoided.
No experience necessary, 
no application necessary, 
and if they’re ready to hire 
you instantly, no questions 
asked; you should probably ask 
yourself why they’d be willing 
to do so. If the employment 
agent distances themselves 
from you—insisting on Skype 
interviews, or perhaps using 
a non-company email address 
(Yahoo, Gmail, and like)—
that’s another big red flag. 
Something’s fishy if you’re 
required to give up personal 
information such as your social 
insurance number, address, 
date of birth, or credit card 
number. And if you’re being 
asked to advance any sort of 
fee under the guise of out-of-
pocket or travel expenses, you 
should know it’s a scam. Real 
employers will never ask you to 
pay for a job.
Now, let’s assume you’ve 
applied for a job because it 
passed the above criteria. 
You should be safe, right? 
Unfortunately, many legal 
establishments get away 
with sub-standard—even 
atrocious—treatment of their 
staff, so you must remain 
skeptical. The first thing you 
must ascertain is whether 
you are an employee or an 
independent contractor, as 
this will determine your rights. 
According to the Ministry 
of Labour’s Employment 
Standards Act (ESA), employees 
are entitled by law to have 
Employment scams exploit the inexperienced
By Adam Tatelman, Staff Writer
“minimum standards of wages 
and working conditions in 
most workplaces in British 
Columbia.” Some employers 
will avoid paying you minimum 
wage by commissioning you 
as an independent contractor, 
which exempts you from ESA 
coverage. This is technically 
legal, but scummy as hell and 
exploited too often by the same 
people who’ll turn around and 
ask you to pay for the gas. This 
mostly happens in the lower 
end of the private sector—it’s 
less likely to happen if you 
work in the public sector, 
since working for public 
organizations (Government of 
Canada, Armed Forces, RCMP, 
airlines, Canada Revenue 
Agency) usually makes you 
an employee despite your 
compensation plan. Public 
entities are under heavy 
scrutiny and typically meet or 
exceed minimum standards, 
but that doesn’t keep them from 
being impersonated.
This isn’t to say that all 
independent contractor’s work 
is poorly paid; this type of 
work is often ideal for a busy 
student who doesn’t have the 
luxury of working full-time. 
However, it’s commonplace to 
find exaggerated claims about 
earning power—particularly in 
commission-based work. Lack 
of disclosure often puts people 
in a bad position. For example, 
a contractor has to pay their 
own benefits such as Worker’s 
Comp, Canada Pension Plan 
(CPP), and employment 
insurance premiums. As an 
independent, you’re obligated 
to pay 10 per cent of your net 
earnings into the CPP when you 
file your tax return. Contractors 
usually won’t receive vacation 
or overtime pay or be included 
in company health and life 
insurance plans. Arguably, a 
$10.25 minimum wage with 
these basic benefits equals $15 
an hour of contractor wage 
with no benefits—perhaps 
much more, if the company 
has a good dental, medical, and 
benefits plan. 
The overriding point is 
that an independent contractor 
is really independent. They 
set the job parameters, not 
the person who hired them 
to fulfill the contract. If you 
hire someone to fix your roof, 
they’re not your employee. 
The roofing company is their 
employer. In turn, they might 
be an independent contractor. 
If they, for example, provide all 
the materials and arrangements 
to do the job, then the company 
who contacted you is merely 
the sales arm of the deal. By 
law, an employer must have an 
employee fill out a TD1 tax form 
when hired. If you haven’t filled 
one out, or your employer won’t 
take one from you, you are an 
independent contractor and 
you need to understand exactly 
what your responsibilities are.
Another thing to be 
examined are the postings 
found in online jobsites like 
the Government of Canada Job 
Bank, BCjobs, Monster, and 
Workopolis. For the most part, 
their moderators screen out all 
the outright rip-offs. However, 
there are still piles of time-
wasting jobs that, while being 
strictly speaking “legal,” offer 
nothing but utterly meaningless 
verbiage to describe the 
requirements and conditions of 
the job. If you find a prospective 
job that has been posted to Job 
Bank half a dozen times in a 
day, often for weeks (serial job 
advertisements) that’s a pretty 
good sign that no one keeps 
said job for long. These legal 
rip-offs generally thrive by 
continuously churning out new 
entrants, since the pay and the 
work are often dismal.
I’m not trying to frighten 
people off the Internet or warn 
them away from internships. 
Everyone’s got to build a 
resumé however they can, and 
sometimes you have to “stoke 
the furnace” to get by. These 
minimum wage jobs might 
be boring and have no future 
for advancement, but they are 
easy to get, serve an economic 
purpose, and at least disclose 
their intentions. A talented 
scammer, on the other hand, 
knows that every year there are 
fresh batches of post-secondary 
graduates ready to do every last 
thing to please their potential 
employers. Always remember 
that you have a right to know 
exactly what you’re getting into; 
you must trust your gut if you 
feel your employers are not 
forthcoming. Take nothing at 
face value. Do your research, 
and don’t let people who exploit 
the anonymity of this affluent 
age exploit you, too.
If you or anyone you know 
has ever been the victim of an 
employment scam, go to the 
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre 
website to report your situation 
to the authorities and to educate 
yourself further on the other 
types of scams circulating  
the Internet.
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Summer is here! It is too rainy and gloomy these 
days, but officially we are in 
spring and the summer season 
is knocking at our doors with 
its bag full of wonderful and 
fun opportunities. The weather 
is supposed to get warmer by 
the end of April and you will 
get to enjoy loads of brilliant 
sunshine, Accuweather.com 
reports. So by the time you and 
your buddies are done with 
your finals, you will have more 
outdoor fun do to together 
than just going to a movie. 
Apart from going to 
beaches or the PNE, there are 
quite a few events being held 
across Vancouver and nearby 
cities that you can attend by 
yourself or with your friends 
and family. Many are even 
free so you’ll be saving green 
if you’re a bit short on your 
budget for fun.
Surrey Youth Basketball 
and Breakdance Showcase, 
Guildford Recreation Centre 
on May 2 
An annual free event where one 
can play and dance on the same 
floor. While only open to boys 
and girls 13–18 for participation 
in competitions, others are 
welcome to be part of the fun 
as well. This is a great event 
to go to with your friends and 
have a blast. Make sure you 
wear your comfy footwear 
though! More info can be 
found on the official website of 
City of Surrey.
Make-a-Wish Rope for 
Hope Vancouver 2015, Hyatt 
Regency Vancouver on May 
29
If you are daring, if you want 
to experience the thrill of 
rappelling from a high-rise 
building, and if you think you 
can raise $1,500, then this is 
just the right event for you. 
Sponsored by Vancity Buzz, 
Make-a-Wish Rope for Hope 
is dedicated to raising money 
for children suffering from 
life-threatening diseases. 
Register early for opportunities 
to win amazing prizes. More 
info at VancityBuzz.com and 
RopeForHope.ca.
TD Vancouver International 
Jazz Festival, at various 
venues in Vancouver from 
June 18–July 1 
Regarded as one of North 
America’s best music 
festivals, the TD Vancouver 
International Jazz Festival 
attracts over half-a-million 
people every year. Jazz lovers, 
this is a perfect place for you to 
find the love of your life. The 
festival is hosted and produced 
by the Coastal Jazz and Blues 
Society and you can find more 
info about the festival at their 
official website CoastalJazz.ca. 
Although over 150 shows are 
free to the public as reported 
by NorthernTickets.com, you 
might have to spend up to 
$100 for some of the exclusive 
concerts, but there are cheaper 
ones to choose from as well.
Abbotsford International 
Air Show, Abbotsford Airport 
from August 7–August 9
This aviation festival is 
Canada’s largest air show and 
has been running successfully 
for the last five decades. Cargo 
planes, jets, experimental 
aircrafts, and helicopters 
will take part in the air show, 
performing spectacular 
formations and stunts. Don’t 
forget to take your binoculars 
with you. 
Columbia StrEAT Food Truck 
Fest, Columbia Street in New 
Westminster on August 22
Nothing tastes better than 
street food, and this food truck 
festival is definitely going 
to offer some great flavours. 
You can try street food from 
different cuisines of the world 
while having fun with your 
friends. Dancing and music 
are certainties—top that off 
with food, and what more 
could one want? More info on 
TourismNewWestminster.com.
Outdoor movies, Stanley 
Park every Tuesday from 
July–September
There are a variety of places 
to see free outdoor movies 
throughout the summer, but 
one of the most popular venues 
is Stanley Park: Vancity Buzz 
reports that “more than 5,000 
people attend the weekly 
outdoor movie night.” The 
event will be starting July 8, 
and runs every Tuesday until 
September 2, so you’ve got 
plenty of opportunities to 
wander down and enjoy some 
films with friends in the great 
outdoors. The movies start at 
dusk, so spend the day at one 
of the beaches close to Stanley 
Park (like English Bay), or 
walk along the Seawall before 
heading over with a blanket. 
Bonus: the outdoor movies are 
free to attend!
Salsa dancing: Robson 
Square, Sunday afternoons 
June 29–August 24 
If you like to bust a spicy move, 
try out the free salsa dance 
afternoons in Robson Square! 
If you’re a beginner to salsa, 
don’t worry: lessons start at 3 
p.m., while salsa shows start at 
5 p.m. With regular dancing 
every Sunday from June 29 to 
August 24, you’ll be able to 
impress all your friends with 
a few moves. Or, if you prefer 
to sit out on the salsa, enjoy 
watching the afternoon of 
dance. 
Summer 2015: What does your 
neighbourhood have to offer?
Chitwan Khosla
Features Editor
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In order to avoid stressing too much, I always find it 
helpful to repeat a couple 
different mantras in my head. 
So as you enter into the heel 
of your semester and come 
to realize that that shadow 
looming over you is the exam 
tower of terror, remember 
to breathe, have a beer, and 
don’t sweat the small stuff. To 
help you out, here are a few 
mantras to keep close to heart.
1. Every hour you don’t sleep 
is just one more you can 
use to read Chapter Two 
again.
2. Nobody understands 
theology, even if they say 
they do.
3. Turn to page 394.
4. If all else fails you can 
always become an ice 
cream man.
5. Crying won’t help; you’ll 
just be sad and wet.
6. Stress eating is a perfectly 
valid solution.
7. BULLSHIT EVERYTHING!
8. WWBND: What would 
Bill Nye do?
9. If you can memorize the 
entire Pokémon theme 
song, you can memorize 
how seismographs work.
10. You’re an adult, nobody 
can tell you what to do—
except your professor, the 
dean, and all your future 
employers.
Listed: 10 end of 
semester mantras
 Must-have music for movie lovers
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
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Image from studentpress.roI’m not ashamed to say that I’m a book addict. As an 
English major, naturally I read 
a lot, but any of my friends 
or family will tell you that my 
literary tastes go well beyond 
that. From the high fiction of 
Salman Rushdie to the trashiest 
of romance novels, my I’ve-
been-meaning-to-read-that list 
definitely runs the gambit. 
The problem for me is 
keeping track of them all.
I joined Goodreads a few 
years ago, and I have been 
using and abusing it with great 
satisfaction. In essence, it is 
a social networking site for 
books. Not only does it allow 
me to keep track of what I’ve 
read, but it also allows me to 
immediately add titles to my 
to-read list should something 
interesting catch my eye.
Currently I have 63 books 
on my to-read list. That’s a lot, 
and there’s absolutely no way 
I would be able to remember 
them all had it not been for 
Goodreads. Now anytime I find 
myself with some free time, I 
just scroll through my list and 
pick out something that I’m in 
the mood for. 
If this wasn’t enough, 
Goodreads can also sync to your 
Facebook account, making it 
easy for you to connect with 
your friends to make or receive 
recommendations.
My favourite part about 
Goodreads is the variety. 
A book doesn’t have to be 
widely known for it to be on 
there. There are plenty of 
independently published works 
as well. But with a community-
based rating system, it makes 
it easy to sort out the studs 
from the duds. If not for this 
site, I would have never heard 
of amazing books like Master 
of Crows by Grace Draven. And 
don’t even get me started on the 
comic/graphic novel selection!
Having such a large variety 
of subject matter can seem 
daunting to newcomers. But 
the community on Goodreads 
is pretty fabulous. It’s one of 
the only sites where I actually 
bother to read the reviews, 
because usually they’re spot-
on—at least when it comes 
to the level of writing and 
potentially hazardous subject 
matter. For example, I recently 
read Wool: The Graphic Novel 
Omnibus for Comic Corner, and 
one of the snafus mentioned 
in its reviews was the lack of 
racial diversity compared to the 
original novel. Lo and behold, 
that was an issue I came to 
notice as well. 
Also within the community 
are groups. Groups are free to 
join and often contain reading 
lists or reading goals to achieve. 
They feature interactive forums, 
news posts, and sometimes 
even author participation. 
Among the most popular is the 
Vaginal Fantasy Book Club, 
which focusses on romantic 
speculative fiction, usually 
urban fantasy or paranormal, 
but it depends on what their 
theme is for the month. It is 
run by Felicia Day, Bonnie 
Burton, Veronica Belmont, and 
Kiala Kazebee—authors and 
book connoisseurs in their own 
right, who come together at the 
end of every month through 
Google Hangouts on air, to 
discuss their thoughts on that 
month’s pick. Usually to much 
drunkenness and hilarity. 
The high accessibility of 
the site doesn’t hurt either. 
With an app for just about 
any device you can think of, 
updating your Goodreads is 
super easy. Currently I have 
one on my phone, as well as 
my e-reader, and they both 
function amazingly well.
Though Goodreads 
separates its selection by genre, 
further categorization is also 
possible through a reader’s 
use of “shelves.” Shelves are 
user-created groups that can 
help organize your reading list, 
either for yourself or for fans 
of your tastes. My friends and 
followers interested in seeing 
only the comics/graphic novels 
I’ve read, or questioning why I 
ever picked up The History of 
Mr. Polly by H.G. Wells (it was 
for a class), need only look at 
my shelves to find out. Though 
not necessary to use the site, it’s 
a handy option if you read a lot. 
All in all, I would call 
Goodreads an incredibly useful 
tool, and I have recommended 
it to many of the book-fanatics 
in my life.
Good books and Goodreads
 Why you should be on it, and what you might be missing
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
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Last week I began discussing the importance of detailing, 
and I will continue with that 
now because it is where most 
first-time costume makers fall 
short. As I said before, details 
are key—but how can you make 
sure that what you focus on will 
stand the test of time? Sure, 
fabric appliqués look pretty, but 
how long will they last before 
unravelling or falling off? Truth 
is, they should last as long as the 
rest of your costume, and though 
it can seem like a lot of work, 
making sure that your beading 
and other craftsmanship is up to 
snuff will save you a lot of time 
in the long run since you won’t 
have to continually repair or 
replace things.
Beginning with the 
easiest thing I can think of, 
that is oftentimes the most 
mishandled: fabric appliqués. 
For my costume I had to make 
over 30 small, pink flowers with 
beaded centres. I’ll get to the 
beading in a bit, but for now 
let’s focus on the appliqués 
themselves. 
When making appliqués, 
especially ones that will be 
three-dimensional and not just 
patchworks sewn flat onto the 
surface of your garment, your 
first step is finding a fabric that 
will retain its shape. Gauzy 
silks may be pretty, but they’ll 
flop over and look wilted after 
too long. I find the easiest 
way to avoid this is to go with 
synthetic fabrics if you want 
something a little ethereal or 
transparent, or to use canvas 
should you want something a bit 
more rustic. For my purposes, 
I used both. For my appliqués I 
wanted a feminine softness to 
complement the floral designs 
on the rest of the costume, but 
I also wanted the pink to be 
fairly bold against the navy of 
the skirt. So I chose to do two la 
yers, pink taffeta on top of pink 
canvas. Pairing these two stiffer 
fabrics meant I wouldn’t have to 
starch and iron them every few 
hours. 
For the actual process, I 
made a stencil out of craft foam 
that was slightly bigger than 
I wanted the flowers to be. 
Because I intended to scrunch 
the flowers a bit to add texture, 
I knew that visually they would 
appear a little smaller than they 
actually were, so I compensated 
by making my stencil bigger. 
Remember, you can always trim 
them down if they’re too big, but 
if you cut them too small, you’ll 
have to remake the entire thing.
Because both canvas and 
taffeta are woven fabrics, you 
risk them fraying if you leave 
them unhemmed. To avoid this, 
as well as to save time, I painted 
clear nail polish around the 
edges. It may stink for a bit, but 
it will seal them so you won’t 
have to go back and replace all 
the damaged ones later. 
With the fabrics cut and 
sealed, we move on to the bane 
of every tailor’s existence—
sewing by hand. Sewing by 
hand is tedious, annoying, and 
slow; it’s best to avoid doing 
it as much as you can. If you 
find you have to, don’t use the 
same thread you would use in 
your machine. Machine thread 
is often thinner and will break 
more easily should you use 
it for anything outside of the 
mechanical realm. I find that 
using wool or a thicker nylon 
thread works best because 
they’re meant for heavier fabrics, 
and will hold quite a bit of 
weight even if your sewing skills 
are less than stellar. 
For my appliqués I did each 
by hand, scrunching them up 
into a desired shape and looping 
the thread through the bottom 
repeatedly till I was satisfied. 
This might not have been the 
most efficient method, but it 
worked and I was satisfied with 
it. 
For the beading, I had 
originally intended to do the 
centres of the flowers as well 
as some beads added to the 
decorative buckle of the belt. 
I altered this though when I 
found some rhinestones on 
sale in the perfect colour for my 
belt. Remember that continuing 
theme of adaptability? 
Sometimes, if you’re stuck on 
how to do something, just go to 
the craft or home improvement 
store and look around. They 
might have something that’s 
a bit unorthodox, but will work 
perfectly.
The beaded centres, 
however, remained the same. 
For this I offer the same advice 
as I did with hand sewing—
don’t use a machine thread. I 
prefer sticking to crewel wool 
thread because it’s stiffer and 
can offer a tighter hold, but also 
fine enough to pass through 
the centre of a bead repeatedly. 
Make sure it’s coated should you 
be unsure of the weather. Wool, 
like any natural fibre, will warp 
or change if you get it wet. 
Well that’s all for now! Good 
luck, and I hope to see you 
sporting your own creations 
soon!
Construction Site: Diary of a mad costume maker
 Sewing by hand, making appliqués, and beading
The history of fish and chips is an interesting 
one. Originally brought to 
England in the 16th century 
by Jewish immigrants, it was 
a way of preserving food over 
the Sabbath before the days of 
refrigeration. Like any food born 
of necessity, a basic functional 
taste is all that is required. As 
the chippie has become a staple 
of metropolitan English cuisine 
for centuries and the battered 
fish the symbol of Britannia, 
it’s not unbelievable that a few 
places would make a go of it here 
in Vancouver.
Fish and chips is one of 
those meals that is really easy to 
completely botch. And despite 
the school of battered fish 
that was exiting the kitchen, 
Cockney Kings did pretty well. 
I started with the seafood 
chowder. Unlike other chowders 
I have had, this wasn’t creamy or 
tomato based, but a traditional 
salty broth filled with big 
chunks of fish, finished with 
celery, bacon, and green peppers 
and served with a nice fluffy 
white roll. Dinner was off to a 
great start.
The chips came out crisp 
and piping hot. It’s obviously 
expected that you drown them 
in your condiments of choice 
as they were quite plain, even 
lacking much in the way of 
salt. I happily obliged with 
malt vinegar and an unhealthy 
dose of sodium. The chips were 
delicious as long as they were 
fresh, but they lost integrity 
once they began to cool.
I had quite the selection of 
fish to choose from for my piece, 
and I was delighted to discover 
that it didn’t have to be battered. 
As much as I am a sucker for a 
nice grilled piece of halibut, I got 
the battered cod. It came piping 
hot and delicious. I tore into it, 
singeing my palate slightly in the 
process. The batter was a little 
on the heavy side and I began 
to wonder how anyone could 
eat more than two pieces. The 
tartar sauce complemented the 
cod very well, being a little bland 
and not overly pickle-flavoured 
or vinegary.
The oyster that came was 
salty and plump, though I found 
the batter a little flowery and 
soggy on the bottom, whereas 
the prawns came out lightly 
battered and crisp. The coleslaw 
side was served in a paper 
ramekin and I found it to be 
subtly flavoured—not bland, 
but also not strong enough to 
overpower the fish.
I must say that I was 
presently surprised by my visit 
to Cockney Kings. They fry up 
a pretty good fish, even if the 
batter can be a little on the heavy 
side. Nothing overly peppered or 
salted, and the food cooked well, 
delightfully bland, and English.
Cockney Kings can be 
found at 66 10th Street in New 
Westminster and at 6574 East 
Hastings in Burnaby.
The Intrepid Gastronomer: Delightfully bland
 A review of Cockney Kings
Brittney MacDonald
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People misunderstand when I say I like to fight. I’m not 
the sort of person who’ll break 
a bottle over a toothless biker’s 
head in a seedy bar, although the 
thought crosses my mind from 
time to time. No, I enjoy the 
sense of camaraderie that comes 
from a good match against 
someone who’s as good or better 
at kicking ass than myself.
Due to the popularity of 
UFC-type programming there’s 
been a reinvigorated interest in 
the martial arts. Tons of dojos 
have opened throughout the 
Lower Mainland, and many are 
ideally situated for the busy 
Douglas College student who 
wants to get some cardio in 
after three grueling hours of 
CompSci inertia. Martial arts 
are an especially efficient form 
of exercise, as they address a 
number of different aspects of 
physical fitness simultaneously. 
Cardiovascular endurance is a 
given—if you’ve ever watched a 
boxing match, you know what I 
mean. If you want to train your 
flexibility but find yoga pants 
chafe, you might try something 
a little more combative. 
Muscular endurance is covered 
by the calisthenic nature of most 
fighting drills, and even oft-
neglected aspects like agility and 
coordination are promoted by 
footwork and striking precision.
Ideally, the martial arts are 
an oxymoron in form, substance, 
and name, teaching you both 
how to fight, as well as the 
control to know you shouldn’t 
choose to lightly. I’m okay with 
that. What I’m not okay with 
are McDojos. You know, the 
ones that make you a certified 
black belt after three months 
of noncommittal attendance. 
These supposed masters churn 
out students who have a false 
sense of confidence and are 
not prepared for self-defence 
scenarios, then pocket excessive 
fees for their substandard 
instruction. In 1930s Foshan, 
martial arts practice was a social 
community event. It could 
be that we are experiencing a 
similar renaissance here in the 
West, but in any affluent time 
there are bound to be a few 
bottom feeders leeching off the 
success of true experts. 
As a “Shodan” (first-degree 
black belt) in Canada Shotokan 
Karate, I have attended over 
10 years of practice with 
a professionally run non-
profit martial organization, 
so recognizing the signs of 
McDojo quackery is a simple 
comparison. For this column 
I plan to visit a new dojo each 
week, then determine if it’s 
just in it to make a quick buck, 
or to honestly teach someone 
something
In times long since, the 
great masters of martial schools 
would seek one another out 
and duel. The outcome of these 
duels was kept a secret; winning 
or losing was immaterial, 
because it was the experience of 
testing oneself that mattered. 
I admit it makes me giddy to 
think that I may be embarking 
upon a modern rendition of 
such a martial pilgrimage. Any 
kid who ever wanted to be a 
Power Ranger could relate. 
There are a lot of styles out 
there that I want to practice, so 
this article is perhaps in service 
to myself as much as those who 
might take a recommendation 
from it. After all, a decade of 
only karate is bound to get a 
little stale. Tune in next week 
for my comprehensive review 
of Academie Duello, the 
downtown school for Italian 
swordplay.
For Meatless Monday recipes, I usually try to avoid doing 
desserts—one, because finding 
a meatless dessert is not hard, 
and two, because I don’t have 
much of a sweet tooth so I don’t 
often make them. One thing I 
will admit to having a weakness 
for is my mom’s nut bread, 
though. So as a before-finals 
treat, I’ll offer the recipe to you. 
Though not wholly healthy, it 
does have a lot of protein and 
can be eaten almost any time 
of day if you find yourself low 
on energy; great for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner, as well as 
those pesky study sessions in 
between.
Begin by preheating your 
oven to 350F. Grease and flour 
your loaf pan then set it aside 
for later.
Crack the egg into the milk 
and use a fork to thoroughly 
mix them together. After 
that, combine all of your dry 
ingredients into a large 
mixing bowl. Combine the milk 
and egg mixture with the dry 
ingredients, and then add the 
olive oil. Put it into the mixer 
and beat it on medium speed 
for about 30 seconds, using 
a spatula to scrape down any 
batter that creeps up the side of 
the bowl.
When it’s done, use your 
spatula again to make sure that 
there are no pockets of unmixed 
flour. If there are, give it a stir 
and then put it in the mixer 
for another 30 seconds. Repeat 
until everything is evenly 
mixed. 
Once you’re happy with 
your batter pour it into your loaf 
pan, and bake for approximately 
55 minutes. Check its doneness 
by inserting a butter knife, 
toothpick, or cake tester into 
the centre. If the end comes 
out clean, your nut bread is 
finished; if not, leave it in there 
for a while longer. 
Once done, attempt to get 
the nut bread out of the loaf 
pan and onto a cooling rack 
as soon as possible. You might 
have to leave it in the pan for 
a little bit before it will come 
away from the edges cleanly. 
Leave it for about 30 minutes 
before slicing and serving.
Traditionally this is served 
with butter, honey, cream 
cheese, or jam spread on top.
Meatless Monday: Nut bread
 A teatime classic to munch on between finals
Fighting Fit: Drive-thru dojos?
Adam Tatelman
Staff Writer
 Avoiding the quacks of the expanding martial arts scene
Ingredients:
2 ½ cups flour
1 cup sugar
3 ½ tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
3 tbsp. olive oil
1 ¼ cups milk
1 egg
1 cup chopped walnuts
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Let me be clear: there is nothing wrong with being 
spontaneous. I do not consider 
myself to be spontaneous, but 
I admire it in other people. 
In fact, I find the idea of 
spontaneity a romantic and 
exciting one. I may decide on a 
whim one day to take a day trip 
somewhere just because I can, 
and I’ll have a fun time doing it.
That being said, it’s 
important to recognize the 
difference between being 
spontaneous and being 
irresponsible.
That Guy will often slough 
off their responsibilities to 
do something else, whether 
it’s short notice or very short 
notice. That Guy will decide to 
go on vacation the week a big 
assignment is due, or without 
giving a few weeks’ notice at 
their workplace. They never 
constrain themselves to any 
kind of schedule, and expect 
that others will either disregard 
their schedule or be prudish.
Irresponsible spontaneity 
doesn’t just apply to running 
off somewhere. It takes place 
in day-to-day life. For example, 
it’s fine to ask some friends on 
a whim if they want to come 
over to watch movies, but 
if you’re suddenly deciding 
to throw a party on Friday 
night and it’s Friday morning, 
chances are it’s going to lead 
to disappointment. Your 
friends will feel guilty about 
turning down your invitation, 
because your intentions aren’t 
bad. Yet it is too short notice, 
and it will lead to you feeling 
disappointed. 
Making really exciting 
spontaneous plans, such as 
planning an extensive vacation 
with others within a week, may 
even upset those you’d like to 
join. One week or even two 
weeks’ notice for a vacation is 
too short. People don’t want 
to lose their job or have their 
grades drop because you want 
to go on a trip. 
As much fun as it is to 
be spontaneous, the fact is 
that we live in a society ruled 
by time. Time rules when we 
work, learn, and hang out 
with loved ones. It’s fine to be 
spontaneous every so often, 
but remember who you are 
affecting when you make 
impulsive decisions. Unless it 
only affects you, you should 
keep your spontaneous plans 
saved for less constrained 
times.
If you take care of your 
responsibilities first, the time 
to be spontaneous will come.
Don’t be that guy: Spontaneous to a fault
Elliot Chan
Opinions Editor
 opinions
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 The adverse effects of disregarding organization and responsibility
As season five of Game of Thrones commences, 
show runner David Benioff and 
D.B. Weiss revealed that the 
adaptation will indeed surpass 
the books. 
The anticipated sixth part 
of Song of Ice and Fire saga by 
George R. R. Martin, Winds 
of Winter, has been one of 
the most anticipated novels 
of our generation. The reason 
is because many who enjoyed 
the books two decades ago 
were able to relive the journey 
of war, love, and betrayal 
through the HBO series. Many 
more discovered the books 
through the show and have 
spent off-seasons catching up 
on their reading, comparing 
it with the on-screen version. 
However, it appears as though 
the television show will have 
its finale before the last novel 
is published. This is ultimately 
going to leave many book 
lovers like me forlorn. 
I’m a big believer in 
reading the books first and 
then watching the adapted 
version. There is an intimacy 
to reading that cannot be 
translated on screen. True, 
many movies and television 
shows have done terrific jobs 
giving life to words. Game of 
Thrones is definitely one of 
them and I have little doubt 
that the ending will surely be 
epic. Needless to say, I wanted 
to read the grand conclusion 
first, soak it in, indulge in the 
details, and feel the pages 
transfer from my right hand to 
the left as characters perish. 
Of course, I can stop watching 
the show, hold off, and wait 
patiently for the books. But 
knowing Martin’s process, I 
could wait a lifetime. 
As a viewer, I have always 
separated the novels from the 
show. Many of the details get 
lost in the recollection, but the 
framework is what matters. 
When the show concludes 
and all those who are reading 
the novels see the winners 
of the game of thrones, will 
they return to the books and 
finish it? Will the ending be 
significantly different? I believe 
those are now the questions 
for viewers going into the next 
season. For a while, those who 
had caught up on the novels 
have been keeping their lips 
shut, limiting their chances 
of spoiling the story; but now, 
every viewer will be on the 
same page. For a story of such 
magnitude, I think that is 
fitting. 
I like the idea of a series of 
books having a longer lifespan 
than a television show. To me 
it proves how challenging it 
is to write, edit, and publish a 
novel. Martin’s tale of Westeros 
is a feat that will go down in 
storytelling history. There will 
come a day when the show ends 
and the last novel in the seven-
part series, A Dream of Spring, 
is available in stores. On that 
day, all the true fanatics will 
relive the experience again 
through the written words. 
When the show ends, the story 
will continue. 
Too epic for words
Mercedes Deutscher
Staff Writer
 How I feel about the ‘Game of Thrones’ television series surpassing the novel saga
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 What is our relationship like with injustice?
The world is full of injustice. It could be a driver taking 
your parking spot, a dickhead 
keying the side of your vehicle, 
or a tow truck pulling your 
car away. When we think of 
injustice we often think of 
those frustrating situations 
where our instinctual reaction 
is fight or flight. We get angry, 
we want to confront the person 
for cutting in line. We want 
to throw a punch at the clerk 
for overcharging us. We want 
to lash out because we treat 
injustice as a direct punishment 
for a crime we didn’t do. We are 
victims. 
Life is full of these 
situations where we are left 
feeling helpless. There is no 
immediate solution; we simply 
have to rise above it. If our first 
thought when something bad 
happens is to make someone 
else’s life worse, then we are 
fuelling more injustice in 
the world. Your fury will not 
get you the parking spot you 
wanted, it won’t fix the side 
of your car, and it won’t carry 
you to the impound. We need 
to understand that there are 
people in the world who are 
pricks. They take their anger out 
on others and get satisfaction 
for it. We must stand up for 
ourselves, but we cannot 
become like them. We are the 
solution. 
Mistreatment and 
unfortunate situations are 
a part of life. There is not a 
microscope on you catching you 
at your weakest and harming 
you when you least expect. We 
are all governed by the ebb and 
flow of fortune and sometimes 
we catch the bullshit in the 
face. Once we understand that 
everybody steps in a puddle 
or gets nudged in a crowded 
space, we can learn to operate 
with some self-preservation 
and human decency. We are the 
change. 
We cannot control other 
people, we cannot control the 
malfunctioning mechanism of 
the universe, we cannot force 
an apology, but we can change 
our mindset. Our self-interest 
is a powerful force and it often 
clouds our perception. We must 
be well-adjusted people and 
handle injustice with grace and 
humility. 
It’s unlikely that the man 
who cut in front of you to get 
the prime parking spot was 
rushing into the store to buy 
medicine for his wife, who 
had not left the bed in days—
but it could be exactly what’s 
happening. He could have 
just come from work, where 
he is pressured to perform 
as cutbacks are being issued. 
He wants to get in and out as 
quickly as possible and return 
to his crappy life. He wants to 
relax, make dinner, and go to 
sleep early so that he can go 
back to work tomorrow ready 
to grind it out some more. 
Suddenly, your injustice seems 
like a childish tantrum. We are 
all victims. 
Being an adult means being 
able to handle these injustices 
and transform them into 
knowledge, experiences, and 
wisdom. There is a reason for 
everything that happens, and 
perhaps the greatest injustice 
in the universe is when we don’t 
learn from the unfairness, so 
that we may prevent or at least 
mitigate it in the future. 
Injustice and other unfairness of life
Elliot Chan
Opinions Editor
 opinions
@theotherpress.ca
Prime Minister of Israel Benjamin Netanyahu left no 
stone unturned when seeking 
a fourth term as the leader of 
Israel’s government, appealing 
to the extreme right-wing voter 
groups that oppose sovereignty 
for Palestine. Netanyahu 
promised as much if re-elected, 
saying that he would never 
allow the so-called “two-state 
solution” to be realized. 
On election night, he 
released a YouTube video 
meant to spread fear, saying 
that his leftist opponents were 
bringing in “busloads of Arabs 
to the polls.”
The racist comments, as 
well as the rewriting of Israeli 
foreign policy with respect 
to Palestine, have caught 
the attention of the United 
States at a time of heightened 
animosity between Netanyahu 
and US president Barack 
Obama. 
Obama called Netanyahu 
to inform him that the US 
was considering a review of 
its relationship with Israel, 
including support for its issues 
in the United Nations as well 
as regular aid packages and 
weapons deals. 
Such a review, if it ever 
came to fruition, could be 
disastrous for Israel and a 
massive victory for Palestinians, 
who seek to create their own 
sovereign country. 
Despite their close 
relationship in years past, the 
Obama administration has 
grown increasingly frustrated 
with Netanyahu. Last month, 
Netanyahu addressed a joint 
session of the US Congress, 
against the stern objections of 
the White House, and spoke 
about the dangers of any 
negotiated settlement between 
Obama and Iran on the Iranian 
nuclear issue. 
An anonymous White 
House official familiar with 
the call spoke to the New York 
Times and said that Obama 
told Netanyahu that a review 
of the US-Israeli relationship 
would be necessary given 
Netanyahu’s pre-election 
opposition to the two-state 
framework, which most 
members of the UN support. If 
Obama were to effectively pull 
US support from Israel at the 
UN, that would allow for a vote 
on Palestinian sovereignty—
which, if the US does not 
exercise their right to veto, 
would most certainly pass. 
The situation could also 
be turbulent for Netanyahu 
personally, as Palestine has 
been trying to have war crimes 
charges brought against 
the Israeli leader in the 
International Criminal Court 
(ICC), an investigation which 
has been in a preliminary 
phase since January. The US 
has effectively protected Israeli 
leaders from the ICC, but a 
review of US-Israeli relations 
could lead to movement on this 
case at the Hague. 
By all accounts, this is an 
extreme scenario that is not 
likely to take place. A review 
of the diplomatic relationship 
between the US and Israel does 
not in itself spell a concrete 
victory for Palestinians nor 
does it mean a US endorsement 
of a Palestinian state. If the 
White House is serious about 
pursuing a review, both 
America and the Middle East 
could stand to benefit from 
not leaving any diplomatic 
sanctions off the table with 
respect to Israel. In fact, it may 
even benefit the Americans in 
their fight against terrorism. 
Palestine could end up winning 
with Netanyahu’s re-election
 Israeli PM’s own election promises could lead to review of US relationship
Patrick Vaillancourt
Senior Columnist
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There is often this bludgeoning urge to go 
out and seize the day. On a 
Friday night, it sure seems 
like everyone is eager to make 
something of it, but more 
often than not, it just means 
going to the same restaurant 
or bar, with the same people, 
and stumbling home to a well-
deserved Saturday morning 
hangover. With such a great 
desire to make it to the 
weekend or holiday break, 
maybe we should take some 
time to relax and just stay 
home. 
I love travelling. It’s the 
passion that drives my very 
existence. Knowing that I have 
some place to go in the near 
future excites me the same 
way a new superhero movie 
may excite other people. I love 
travelling, but commuting 
sucks. Being out of my natural 
environment, the little niche 
I created for myself, sucks. I 
dislike long bus rides, and I 
can barely speak English let 
alone any other languages, so 
communicating in a foreign 
place is always a lengthy game 
of charades. I love travelling, 
but I can’t imagine doing it all 
the time. 
Staycation, the term coined 
for the act of staying at home 
during a long weekend or a 
holiday season, is a perfectly 
reasonable way to take a break. 
Regular day-to-day life is 
stressful to say the least, and 
travelling—especially with 
a group—whether it’s down 
to the pub or to the other 
side of the world, is no less 
exhausting. 
It’s a good idea to get out 
of the house once in a while 
and experience something 
other than television shows 
and instant noodles. But if you 
find yourself dashing here and 
there on a daily basis, stop, 
take a moment, lie down in 
your bed, walk out into your 
garden, open your closet, look 
out your window, scan your 
bookshelf, survey your pantry, 
and experience the very place 
you live in. 
The grass may always 
seem greener. You look at a 
picturesque image of a beach 
in Thailand, you look at 
the happy photos of friends 
drinking in a bar, and you 
feel tempted. Embrace that 
temptation should it happen. 
Don’t force yourself to stay at 
home, but don’t force yourself 
to go out either. The choice is 
yours. Nevertheless, if your 
choice is to stay home, know 
this: you are going to have 
the freedom to do whatever 
you want, wear whatever you 
want, and nobody will kick you 
out or charge you a $10 cover 
to enter. You can fall asleep 
without having to transit 
home. You can leave a mess 
and nobody will get angry. You 
can listen to your own music, 
watch the shows you like, read 
the books you want, and eat 
the food you cooked. 
Home is not a prison; it’s 
where your stuff is, and you’ve 
worked hard for all your stuff. 
 Why there is nothing wrong with staying home
Home is where your stuff is
Elliot Chan
Opinions Editor
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I do not like dogs. Especially yours. Yes, even though yours 
is different than the other ones.
Most pet owners and/or 
lovers think I don’t have a soul 
when I make this statement, 
but a lot of people aren’t dog 
lovers. We have allergies, sad 
childhood experiences with 
other dogs, or we just aren’t 
one for animals—which is 
usually fine: people who don’t 
like dogs aren’t forced to keep 
them as pets.
But many pet owners show 
disrespect to the personal 
space and preferences of 
others with their dogs. Having 
a pet creates a certain degree 
of entitlement. Some of it is 
justified, in that you have to 
take care of a living being. 
Dog owners need to take their 
animals in public, just like 
those who have kids do. But 
too often, owners forget that 
not everybody likes or is even 
used to dogs. 
Far too often excuses such 
as “Oh, he’s friendly!” “She 
doesn’t shed!” or “He barks at 
everybody!” are made when 
dogs behave in a way that 
makes others uncomfortable. 
Dogs by nature are friendly 
animals. They may be jumping 
on you or barking at your 
kid out of genuine affection. 
But those who aren’t used to 
animal behaviour don’t know 
that, and it’s important to 
keep dogs at ease in public 
or around others just as with 
children.
Many places, particularly 
indoor buildings, prevent dogs 
from entering altogether or 
request that they be kept on 
a leash. It’s very important 
to follow these rules and not 
assume that your pet can be 
the exception. Everyone’s dog 
is “special” and “friendlier” 
than other dogs. A dog in 
a store may make others 
uncomfortable, trigger 
allergies, or endanger itself (by 
eating a display of chocolate, 
for example). This also goes for 
buildings that don’t allow pets. 
Your dog may be housebroken, 
but it only takes one accident 
to ruin a carpet forever. 
No matter how trained 
or friendly a pet is, it’s still 
an animal and behaves 
in a way that’s frequently 
uncomfortable to others. Pet 
owners and bystanders need to 
respect each other to ensure a 
safe and healthy environment 
for all parties. And it’s not 
just in public; firm rules must 
be established in the owners’ 
homes. Dogs should not 
bark or growl at guests. They 
shouldn’t jump on or attempt 
to have sex with a visitor’s legs. 
If requested, the dog should 
not be in the same room as the 
visitor, and there should be a 
reasonable attempt to clean 
the room a dog had occupied. 
I have allergies and I don’t 
want dog hair all over my good 
clothes.
Having a pet is rewarding, 
but a big responsibility. Dogs 
are faithful companions for 
life, but they must learn to 
respect others the same way 
they would their owner. 
Keep your doggone canines away from me
 Animals should respect and behave
Cazzy Lewchuk
Staff Writer
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 Local man literally loses soul after jerk friend fails to perform 
basic social nicety
In an incident that experts are classifying as really 
spooky, a 23-year-old 
Coquitlam man is undergoing 
treatment for an acute case of 
soullessness following a fit of 
allergy-induced sneezing last 
Sunday. According to medical 
professionals, the man, Bruce 
Wayne, starting sneezing 
at about 2:53 p.m.—and his 
friend Eric totally did not bless 
him.
“What we know is that 
Mr. Wayne could not stop 
the sneezes. What we do not 
know is why the heck his 
friend Eric didn’t just bless 
him. What, like it’s hard or 
something?” explained the lead 
physician on Wayne’s case, Dr. 
Spaceman.
Indeed, everyone knows 
that if someone sneezes in 
your vicinity, you should say, 
“Bless you.” If you fail to bless 
a sneezer, his or her soul is at 
risk for being flung from the 
body forever. Also, it’s just 
good manners. 
Unfortunately for Wayne, 
Eric just did not oblige. As a 
result, Wayne will likely suffer 
the lifelong consequences 
of having no soul. Wayne’s 
symptoms include being really 
rude to everyone, not crying 
at the opening sequence of the 
movie Up, and being terrible at 
dancing.
“Yeah, I feel pretty bad 
about the whole thing,” said 
Eric. “I was really into this 
Clash of Clans game on my 
phone though, so I just didn’t 
notice.”
“I have no soul now,” 
responded Wayne. “Thanks a 
lot, Eric.”
And that’s why you should 
never play Clash of Clans.
‘Bless me Eric, 
for I have sneezed!’
Elegance. Beauty. Love. Passion
That’s what you’ll find at 
the heart of a shiny rock from 
Spencer’s. 
Our shiny rocks aren’t 
like the other guys’, because 
I said so, and I am a voice on 
the radio you’re constantly 
forced to listen to! 
If you actually love your 
girlfriend, you’ll give us 
money, or she’ll know she 
means absolutely nothing to 
you! In fact, if you don’t buy 
her our products, you must 
actively hate her! You don’t 
hate your girlfriend, do you? 
Well then, prove it by buying 
a tiny shiny rock. 
It is the perfect way to say 
“forever” and “eternity” and 
“we should be together until 
our mortal bodies decay into 
the sweet relief of death.” 
Every woman needs a 
Spencer’s shiny rock, and if 
you aren’t going to get her 
one, she will—and should—
find someone who will! 
Probably her “friend,” Lance, 
from the gym.
It’s the best way of 
desperately trying to cling 
to the relationship you 
both know is falling into 
ruin—a last hopeless plea of 
romance! Of course she will 
stay with you if you spend 
enough money on her!
Don’t worry, we know 
that people hate our radio 
commercials; in fact we 
constantly acknowledge 
it as if it was some sort 
of gimmick. Isn’t that 
hilariously fun? 
Don’t forget about that 
holiday/anniversary that 
is coming up, because for 
the past month we’ve been 
reminding her that this is 
what a loving boyfriend/
husband would get her, and 
that anything else means you 
think she’s worthless. That 
handwritten poem you spent 
hours on? Garbage! Spending 
money on an activity to 
experience together? 
Absolutely heartless. 
Nothing compares to our 
shiny rocks, and our shiny 
rocks alone.
Remember guys, the best 
way to turn the girlfriend into 
a wife all comes down to the 
monetary value of the rock 
you present her, so go big! 
Or you’ll die alone. 
 Ours our the shiniest of all the shiny 
rocks
Spencer’s shiny rocks
Chandler Walter
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The announcement of an upcoming LiftLink tax 
plebiscite has Metro Vancouver 
citizens up in arms—and ready 
to vote. 
“I am very much against 
it, though I can’t quite tell you 
what it’s about!” said 34-year-
old Gregpor Robertson.
LiftLink—the official 
company responsible for all 
the elevators in the city—is 
claiming the need for an 
eight per cent tax on literally 
everything in order to improve 
the speed, regularity, and 
general well-being of elevator 
service.
“We just need more money 
if you want us to do a better 
job,” said LiftLink CEO, E. Vil-
Guy.
However, despite Vil-Guy’s 
solid argument, many citizens 
are voicing their concerns over 
the company’s poor history.
“LiftLink has been saying 
for years that they would 
improve service—but my 
elevator is always crazy slow. 
And it’s never on my floor 
when I need it! And don’t even 
get me started on their flopped 
KompasKard system,” cried 
regular elevator rider, Ariana 
Grande.
Indeed, the KompasKard 
system—a long-awaited and 
long-defunct $78-billion 
project that LiftLink claimed 
would improve the efficiency of 
elevator rides—is an excellent 
example of LiftLink’s legacy of 
ineptitude.
“Eh, well, just forget about 
that one,” said Vil-Guy, in 
response to questions about 
the KompasKard.
The LiftLink plebiscite will 
take place from April 1 to April 
1, 2015. All registered elevator 
riders in Vancouver are eligible 
to vote, and voting cards will 
be available at select secret 
locations.Every semester, Douglas College introduces a 
“puppy room” during finals 
as a way to curb stress 
levels built up during final 
exams. Students are invited 
to play with puppies from 
a local animal shelter as a 
way to unwind—but not 
everyone is happy about the 
arrangements. 
Business major Tom 
Collins has launched an 
informal complaint (in the 
form of a Facebook status) 
about the lack of inclusion 
associated with the puppy 
room. “Where are the 
strippers? Where are the hot 
waitresses who walk around 
giving out free drinks? It’s just 
some yapping tiny dogs!”
A recent poll conducted 
suggests that 101 per cent of 
college students (with an 
error margin of one per cent) 
combat stress, emotions, and 
responsibilities using alcohol. 
Although a room providing 
cocktails and beer was 
supported by 101 per cent of 
students (some voted twice), 
the idea was shut down by the 
authorities in charge. At press 
time, students were drowning 
their sorrows at one of the 
many bars and liquor stores 
located close to campus. 
Many professors and 
students alike were dismayed 
to find there is no place in 
the college where they can 
take out their frustrations on 
those who have disappointed 
them. This list includes (but 
is certainly not limited to) 
the professor who never 
emails you back, group 
project members who 
contribute nothing, students 
who demand extensions 
repeatedly, and that doofus 
who’s always texting during 
the lecture. Sadly, the “fight 
club” room for patrons of the 
college to hurt each other is 
not talked about.
For a small marginalized 
group of losers, discussing 
their feelings and creativity 
through original text is the 
solution. This activity is 
known as “writing” with 
partakers being called 
“writers.” Generally, these 
writers combat their stress 
by sharing pieces of writing 
with professors and students 
alike in workshops or the 
official college newspaper. 
Such activities are generally 
known to only increase stress 
levels and be psychologically 
damaging forever. 
 LiftLink plebiscite sparks controversy amongst Metro 
Vancouver
 Equal stress-reduction rooms demanded
Will you pay more for 
better elevator service?
Students protest 
lack of inclusion for 
non-puppy lovers
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